
MODEL EQUIVALENCES

MICHAEL BENEDIKT AND EHUD HRUSHOVSKI

Abstract. We look at equivalence relations on the set of models
of a theory – MERs, for short – such that the class of equivalent
pairs is itself an elementary class, in a language appropriate for
pairs of models. We provide many examples of definable MERs,
along with the first steps of a classification theory for them. We
characterize the special classes of definable MERs associated with
preservation of formulas, either in classical first order logic or in
continuous logic, and uncover an intrinsic role for the latter. We
bring out a nontrivial relationship with interpretations (imaginary
sorts), leading to a wider hierarchy of classes related to the preser-
vation of reducts. We give results about the relationship between
these classes, both for general theories and for theories satisfying
additional model-theoretic properties, such as stability.

1. Introduction

We will study equivalence relations defined on the set of models of a
given theory defined via logical formulas in a vocabulary appropriate
for pairs of models, MERs for short.

A sentence in the language of pairs of models will usually not define
an equivalence relation. There are some simple classes of sentences that
do give MERs, and we pay particular attention to these. One family
of MERs is associated with preservation of open formulas (a.k.a. defin-
able relations) – either formulas of first-order logic or (“ydlept MERs”)
or open formulas of continuous logic (“yclept MERs”). We also extend
the ydlept MER to a hierarchy of families (“n-ydlept”, for n a natural
number). These can be described via the preservation of definable fami-
lies of sets, or by considering ydlepts over imaginaries. We also consider
the subclass of MERs defined by restricting the quantifier complexity
of the formula in the two-model language defining the MER.

One motivation for the study is a step towards model-theoretic anal-
ysis of families of mappings between structures. We have examples of
MERs that arise from considering natural function classes. A second
motivation is to generalize classification theory to the study of models
“up to an equivalence relation”.
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Naturally, we are far from achieving any of these goals. We will show
that continuous logic plays a natural role in the study of MERs, in that
every MER can be associated with a continuous logic lower approx-
imation. We are able to identify some connections between families
mentioned above: for example, MERs that are definable with restricted
quantifier alternation must be given by an open formula. We point the
reader to Theorem 11.3, which gives a classification of the MERs that
are given by reducts in continuous logic. The reader may wish to look
ahead to Figure 4, which shows the classes we study, illustrating some
connections.

We also establish some connections between traditional model-
theoretic criteria on the underlying theory and properties of the
corresponding MERs. In stable theories one family of MERs collapses
to an a priori smaller class. We show that theories defining a nontrivial
partial ordering on their universe always admit non-yclept MERs:
see Proposition 14.1. The hypothesis is natural in view of Shelah’s
basic stability classification, where one of the classes is theories with a
partial ordering on tuples (SOP).

Finally, we provide a large class of examples of MERs, in the process
showing non-connections between families.

Organization. The first part of the paper introduces our basic
objects of study. We give preliminaries on the logics we use in Section 2,
then introduce our main definition in Section 3, MERs that are definable
either with a finite or an infinite set of sentences. The former will be
called definable MERs. In Section 4 we define a special class of MERs
given by preserving continuous logic definable sets – the yclept MERs.
And similarly for classical logic, the ydlept MERs. We also introduce a
hierarchy of MERs that extend ydlept MERs, the n-ydlepts for n ≥ 1. In
Section 5 we show that each MER definable by infinitely many sentences
is associated with a maximal yclept MER. This maximal CL reduct
often gives significant information about the MER.

The second part of the paper deals with relationship between the
families of MERs defined previously. In Section 6 and Section 7 we in-
vestigate the intersection of yclept MERs and definable MERs. The in-
tersection of n-ydlept MERs with yclepts, and more generally n-ydlept
MER coarsenings of an yclept MER, is examined in Section 8. In Sec-
tion 9 we show that when we introduce a classical model-theoretic
restriction, stability, the hierarchy of n-ydlept MERs collapses. Section
10 shows that if we assume that a definable MER has a defining for-
mula of low quantifier complexity, then we can make strong conclusions
about where it fits in the hierarchy of families. Section 11 utilizes the
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results of the prior section to give several characterizations of yclept
MERs.

The final part of the paper moves from relationships between re-
stricted classes to explore generalization of traditional classification
theory to the setting of model equivalence relations. While most of
the results in the paper concern the relationship between MERs within
restricted families, like the yclept MERs, Section 13 give some results
about what structure in a theory is implied by the presence of a non-
trivial MER, while Section 14 provides some preliminary results con-
cerning theories all of whose MERs are yclept, making a connection to
the strict order property.

In Section 15, we present a larger number of examples. We close
with further questions in Section 16.

2. Preliminaries

We often refer to two-valued first order logic as DL (discrete, or
disconnected logic), in the context of formulas or theories, contrasting
it with Continuous Logic (CL). In this work, unless otherwise specified,
T will denote a DL theory in language L. The word “definable” will
always mean, by default, definable with a formula without parameters.

In the main line, our results require only basic logic. Occasionally we
will also discuss statements specific to certain tame classes in Shelah’s
classification, and for these we will assume some basic familiarity:

• Stable theories, [Poi00].
• NIP theories and the strict order property [Sim15]
• o-minimal theories (which are NIP) [Dri98]

In fact we use little more than their definitions; NIP occurs only in
examples. Stability enters in §9 via the more general notion of stable
embeddedness, see e.g. [Sim15, 3.1].

We will make use of continuous logic (CL) as in [YBHU08], but
“unmetrized” (as in [CK66]). Equivalently we can use the foundations
of [YBHU08] but assume a trivial metric. This drastically reduces the
complexity of the metatheory. Continuous logic works over models in
which predicates take truth values in a bounded subset of the reals.

Formulas are built up from real-valued predicates using composition
with continuous functions from products of reals to the reals, along
with the quantifiers sup and inf. Each such formula defines a bounded
real-valued function on a model. We also close under uniform limits:
if Fi(x) are real-valued predicates that converge for all x, their limit is
a new real-valued predicate.
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In much of the paper, we will be interested in CL over classical models
– the truth values of the predicates are just {0, 1}, but the formulas
can take more general real values. The reader might look ahead to
Example 15.8 and Example 15.4 for typical uses of CL. While in most
of the paper we will need little more than the semantics of CL formulas,
in Section 7 we will make use of the notion of a CL theory : this is a
collection of assertions of the form ϕ = 0, where ϕ is a CL sentence.
The notion of a model satisfying such a theory is the obvious one. We
crucially use type spaces as well; they are compact Hausdorff but not
necessarily totally disconnected, in fact they may be connected.

We will frequently use saturated models. It turns out that the notion
of resplendent models is especially suitable to our context. Recall that
for a cardinal κ, a structure M in a language L, we say that M is
κ-resplendent if for every A ⊆ M with |A| < κ, letting MA be the
expansion of M with A, and LA the corresponding language, for every
language L+ ⊇ LA with |L+ ∼ LA| < κ, if Σ is a set of sentences
of L+ consistent with Th(MA), then there is an L+ expansion of MA

satisfying Σ.

3. Definition of model equivalences and basic properties

Let L be a vocabulary, possibly with multiple sorts. We let S0 be
a subset of the sorts of L: the coupled sorts. The other sorts are the
decoupled sorts of L.

We define a new language (L,=S0 , L
′). It will have two copies of

the decoupled sorts, unprimed and primed, and only one copy of the
coupled sorts. It will also have two copies of each non-logical symbol of
L. Suppose we have a relation R(x1, . . . xn) of L, where xi has sort Si.
Then in (L,=, L′) we have a relation R(x1 . . . xn), where each xi has the
unprimed sort corresponding to Si, along with a relation R′(x1 . . . xn)
where xi has sort Si if Si has a coupled sort, while xi has sort S ′

i if Si
is a decoupled sort. The intuition for (L,=S0 , L

′) is that it describes
a pair of L-structures, where on the coupled sorts they are forced to
have the same universe, while on the decoupled sorts they are disjoint.

We now formalize this intuition. Let T be a first order L theory Let
Ω be a universe for each coupled sort of L. By Mod Ω(T ) we denote the
models of theory T where the universes of the coupled sorts match Ω. A
pair of models in Mod Ω(T ) can be made into a model for (L,=S0 , L

′).
in the obvious way, just by priming the relations and the decoupled
sorts in the second model. Thus we can talk about a pair of models
satisfying a sentence in (L,=S0 , L

′).
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An arbitrary equivalence relation on Mod Ω(T ) will, informally,
be called a MER 1. We will however only consider the situation
where a theory τ in (L,=S0 , L

′) defines an equivalence relation on
Mod Ω(T ), for any set Ω. We say that Ξ is an elementary MER or
an

∧
−definable MER. If τ is finitely axiomatizable, we talk of a

bidefinable Model Equivalence Relation or just definable MER. Thus
in case T has no finite models, it suffices to check the definition of a
definable MER on a single set Ω of size at least |L|+ ℵ0; and similarly
for

∧
−definable MERs. Only

∧
−definable MER’s (and among them,

definable MER’s) will be considered from here on.
For most of the result in this work, it suffices to deal with the case

where all sorts of L are coupled: we refer to these as completely-coupled
MERs, and this will be our default. We refer to the language for pairs
in this case as (L,=, L′). While when we want to highlight the more
general case with some decoupled sorts, we refer to decoupled MERs.
In the completely-coupled case we will sometimes assume a single sort
for simplicity.

We note that when the language is finite, we can basically assume
the theory is finite as well:

Lemma 3.1. Let T be a theory in a finite language L. Let E be
a definable MER for T . Then there exists a finite T0 ⊂ T and a
definable MER E0 on models of T0, such that E0 ↾ Mod (T ) = E.

Proof. We can assume that L consists of a single relation R.
So (L,=, L′) is generated by R,R′ and the equality across models.
We write T (R′) for the theory T , with R replaced everywhere by R′.
We abuse notation to identify E with its defining formula. We have:
E(R,R′) is symmetric, reflexive and transitive on (L,=, L′)-models of
T (R) + T (R′). By compactness, for some finite T0 ⊂ T , E(R,R′)
is symmetric, reflexive and transitive on (L,=, L′)-models of T0(R) +
T0(R

′). □

Actually the finite language assumption is unnecessary in Lemma 3.1;
we leave this to the reader.

3.1. Correspondence with definable groupoids. A groupoid is a
category where every morphism is invertible. All groupoids consid-
ered here will have the same class of objects, namely Mod (T ); so they
will be distinguished by their morphisms. We have the groupoid IsoT
of models of T with isomorphisms. We also have the larger groupoid

1We are aware of set-theoretic difficulties with arbitrary equivalence relations on
a class!
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BijT whose objects are models of T , and whose morphisms BijT (M,N)
are all bijections M → N . By a T -groupoid we mean an intermedi-
ate groupoid G, with objects Mod (T ) and morphisms G(M,N) with
IsoT (M,N) ⊂ G(M,N) ⊂ BijT (M,N).

We consider a language describing two L-structures, along with bi-
jections between their coupled sorts S0. A groupoid G is

∧
-definable

if there exists a set Θ of sentences of (L,+S0 , L
′) whose models are

precisely the G morphisms. If Θ is finite, swe say G is definable.
In more detail, let S0 again represent the coupled sorts.
By (L,+S0 , L

′) we denote the language with two copies of each sort
of L, referred to as primed and unprimed. For each relation or function
in L, (L,+S0 , L

′) has two copies, one taking the unprimed sorts and the
other taking the primed sorts. We have additional function symbols,
f , going from the unprimed copy of a sort in S0 to its primed copy.
A bidefinable groupoid G over coupled sorts S0 is given by a formula
Θ in (L,+S0 , L

′), where G(M,N) = {f : (M,N, f) |= Θ}. If Θ is
allowed to be a possible infinite set of formulas, we refer to an

∧
-

definable groupoid. We write Th(G) to denote the (L,+S0 , L
′)-partial

type defining groupoid G. Thus Th(G) is the (L,+S0 , L
′) theory of

{(M,N, f) : M,N |= T, f ∈ G(M,N)}. When all sorts are coupled we
refer simply to (L,+, L′).

Warning 3.2. The definition of bidefinability and
∧

-bidefinability
used in groupoids applies even if it happens that M = N . It is not the
same as definability in the structure (M, f), since in our definition the
sorts of the two components are distinct, so we cannot compare (e.g.)
x and f(x) directly. Put another way, equality in the (L,=, L′) setting
is being replaced by identification via f in (L,+, L′), so we do not have
an additional equality.

In the rest of this section, we will assume for simplicity a single-
sorted completely-coupled setting. That is, L has a single sort, this
is the coupled sort. In this case there is a single function symbol in
(L,+, L′).

Proposition 3.3. There is a natural 1-1 correspondence between
definable MERs for T , and bidefinable groupoids for T , and similarly
for

∧
−definable MERs and

∧
-definable groupoids.

Proof. Let Ψ be a definable MER for T . Define a T -groupoid Gr(Ψ) by
letting the morphisms Gr(Ψ)(M,M ′) be the set of bijections f :M →
M ′ such that M + f ∗M ′ |= Ψ, where M + f ∗M ′ is the L = L structure
with the same universe as M such that the interpretation of the first
copy of a given R is RM , and of the second copy, f−1(RM).
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Conversely, given a T -groupoid G, let ΨG be the set of double models
(M ′,M ′′) of T with the same universe M , such that IdM ∈ G(M ′,M ′′).
It is easy to see that these operations are inverse to each other, and
that Ψ is bidefinable iff G is bidefinable.

□

The following proposition indicates that the behavior of the groupoid
is in some sense determined by its restriction to a single model.

Proposition 3.4. Assume T is complete. Let M be any resplendent
model of T , countable or not. Then there is a canonical 1 to 1 corre-
spondence between definable groupoids for T and bidefinable subgroups
of Sym(M) containing Aut(M). Likewise for

∧
-definable groupoid and∧

-bidefinable subgroups.

See Warning 3.2 regarding the meaning of “bidefinability” even when
the two parts are the same model.

Proof. In one direction the correspondence is obvious: a
∧

-definable
groupoid G maps to G(M,M) ≤ Sym(M). Let us show that this is one
to one. Let G be a

∧
-definable groupoid, and assume G(M,M) = H is

known. We show that G is the unique
∧

-definable groupoid groupoid
inducing H on M . Given any N1, N2 |= T and bijection b : N1 →
N2, one can find (M1,M2, b

′) elementarily equivalent to (N1, N2, b),
as (L,+, L′) structures, and with M1 and M2 saturated of the same
cardinality as M . Then Mi

∼= M and we have (M1,M2, b
′) ∼= (M,M, f)

for some bijection f : M → M . We have b ∈ G(N1, N2) iff b′ ∈
G(M1,M2) iff f ∈ G(M,M) = H. Thus the values of the groupoid on
an arbitrary pair of models N1, N2 are determined by H.

It remains to prove surjectivity. Let H be a
∧

-definable subgroup of
Sym(M) containing Aut(M). Then H is defined by some collection Ψ
in (L,+, L′). Define G by

G(N1, N2) = {f : N1 → N2 : (N1, N2, f) |= Ψ}

So G(N1, N2) is a
∧

-definable set of functions N1 → N2, but we have to
check it is a groupoid: if f ∈ G(N1, N2) and g ∈ G(N2, N3) then g ◦ f ∈
G(N1, N3). And similar statements for inverses and for the identity
maps. Suppose otherwise, and take a saturated (M1,M2,M3, f

′, g′)
elementarily equivalent to (N1, N2, N3, f, g) and of the same cardinality
as M . Then M1

∼= M2 by completeness, so we may assume M1 =M2 =
M . In this case we have f ′, g′ ∈ H but g′ ◦ f ′ /∈ H, a contradiction.

It is clear that going in this way from a subgroup H to a groupoid
G and back returns the same subgroup H.
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The other direction follows from the fact, shown in the first para-
graph, that G 7→ H is 1-1. For the same reason, the choice of defining
formulas Ψ does not matter, so the correspondence is canonical.

□

Remark 3.5. It is remarkable that in the setting of MERs, a definable
equivalence relation automatically gives a definable groupoid.

Similarly, a definable partial ordering on models automatically gives
a definable category.

Assume for simplicity that T is complete and that κ is a cardinal
with κ+ = 2κ; let M be a saturated model of size κ+. We saw that∧

−definable MER is determined by a subgroup H of Sym(M) con-
taining Aut(M). H is not in general closed in the usual topologies
on Sym(M); however it does enjoy a closure property similar to the
one Lascar introduced in [Las82], in defining the topology on the Lascar
group. Namely if U is an ultrafilter on κ, (M∗, H∗) is the U -ultrapower
of (M,H), and f :M →M∗ is an isomorphism, we have f−1H∗f ≤ H.

Investigating this further would be very interesting.

4. Special classes of equivalence relations

We will look at equivalence relations defined over models of T using
preservation of a set of CL or DL formulas.

A DL reduct of a theory T is given by a collection of formulas of
discrete logic and the associated theory. Given a set of relation symbols,
we consider the DL reduct given by these relations as atomic formulae.
Thus a language L can be considered a vacuous reduct of itself. A CL
reduct is defined analogously.

Now suppose we are given a reduct R on the coupled sorts within
L, given by formulas of the corresponding logic. We let ≡R be the
equivalence relation saying that two structures agree on these formulas,
and Aut(R) the corresponding groupoid, which consists of mappings g
taking a model M to a model M ′. Thus, for a CL reduct given by a
collection of formulas F , we are saying that each the function defined
by f ∈ F on model M is the same as the function defined on M ′.

When the theory is incomplete, the reduct may include 0-place re-
lations, corresponding to sentences the theory does not decide. To say
that these relations agree on two L-structures just means that they
have the same truth value.

Definition 4.1. We will say that a model equivalence relation is yclept
if it has the form ≡R for some continuous logic reduct R. And we
say that it is ydlept if R consists of standard first-order two-valued
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formulas: that is, it is a “disconnected” or “discrete” or ’‘classical” first-
order logic reduct.

Note that a reduct only defines a MER when its vocabulary is on the
coupled sorts, since on the decoupled sorts we cannot talk about two
formulas having the same tuples. Often in the sequel, we will specify
an yclept or ydlept by simply listing the formulas or relations that are
preserved. The default convention is that the coupled sorts are all the
sorts.

Any yclept equivalence relation is
∧

-definable:

Lemma 4.2. The equivalence relation corresponding to preserving a
CL reduct is a

∧
−definable MER.

Proof. The reduct includes certain uniform limits f(x) of T -definable
functions fn(x) with finite range in [0, 1]. We may assume |f−fn| ≤ 1/n
uniformly. Thus the groupoid consists of triples (M,M ′, g) such that
M |= T,M ′ |= T and (∀x)(|fn(x) − fn(g(x))| ≤ 2/n) for each such f
and n. Thus it is defined by infinitely many DL sentences. □

Lemma 4.3. Let E be an ydlept MER. Then E is a definable MER
if and only if it has the form ≡R for a finite collection of first-order
formulas.

Proof. One direction is immediate. For the other, we have by ydlept-
ness that E is equivalent to a conjunction of ≡Ri

, i ∈ I. Suppose, for
each finite I0 ⊂ I, we can find inequivalent M,N on the same universe,
such that RM

i = RN
i for i ∈ I0. Taking an ultraproduct (using defin-

ability of E), we find M,N that are inequivalent, yet RM
i = RN

i for
i ∈ I. This contradiction shows that we may take I to be finite, say
I = {1, . . . , n}. □

An extension is to look at defining equivalence relations via definable
families.

Let ϕ(x⃗1 . . . x⃗n+1) be a formula, possibly with parameters from the
model, with x⃗i a partition of the free variables. We define the (n+ 1)-
set associated with the partitioned formula by induction on n, denoted
[ϕ(x⃗1 . . . x⃗n+1)]. If n = 0 it is just the single set of satisfiers of ϕ. For
n > 0, the (n+1)-set is the family of sets [ϕ(x⃗1 . . . a⃗n+1)] as an+1 varies
over the model.

For a definable set R, let En([R]) be the equivalence relations of
preserving the n-set [R]. If R is defined by ϕ(x⃗1 . . . x⃗n+1), the n-set is
an element of the iterated power set over the sorts of x⃗1. Thus it is
natural to take the coupled sorts of this MER to be the sorts of x⃗1.
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When we want to emphasize the particular sorts S0 that the higher-
order object is built on we talk about an n-set over sort S0.

We give another definition of higher-order ydlept that will be more
amenable to inductive proofs.

We recall the usual eq procedure, in a form that will be more con-
venient here. Let D be a definable subset of some finite product
S1 × · · · × Sn of sorts of a language L. Let F be a definable family of
subsets of D. Thus for some definable Q and definable R ⊂ D×Q, we
have

F = {R(d′) : d′ ∈ Q}

Definition 4.4. Let T be a theory in a language L, and F a definable
family as above. We define the “Shelahization” TF of T at F . We let
LF be the language L with an additional sort SF , and a new relation
CF that relates elements of SF to elements of D. Abusing notation,
we will sometimes treat CF as a function from elements of the sort to
subsets of D. The theory TF includes T along with the statement that

s 7→ CF (s) : SF → F

is a bijection.

Note that a model of T extends canonically to a model of TF , and
every model of TF is obtained in this way. Definable sets of TF can be
understood in terms of definable sets in T .

Definition 4.5. We define the class of n-ydlept equivalence relations
by induction on n. The base case, n = 1, are the ydlept definable MERs.
An (n+1)-ydlept equivalence relation on models with a given universe
is determined by a definable family F, say given by ϕ(x⃗0, p⃗) with x⃗0
having sorts S0, along with a well-behaved n-ydlept equivalence relation
E on TF with respect to coupled sorts S1 that contain: the sorts S0

and the additional imaginary sort SF , where well-behaved means that
they preserve the new relation CF . The equivalence relation will have
coupled sorts S1, and we declare models M,M ′ of L that agree on the
universe for S1 to be equivalent iff the 2-sets given by F are the same
in both models, and the expansions of both models are E equivalent.

Thus an n-ydlept is formed by first taking a definable family to
create an equivalence relation, and identify equivalent tuples. Then
take a definable family in the quotient, and so forth. As with n-sets,
we can talk about an n-ydlept on sort X, where we iterate the process
above where in every iteration the L sorts used are in S.

It is easy to see that every n-set induces an n-ydlept. The fact
that a 2-set is a 2-ydlept is almost by definition. For a 3-set given
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by partitioned formula R(x⃗1; x⃗2; x⃗3), we first use the definable family
R(x⃗1, x⃗2; x⃗3) to create an imaginary sort with elements o corresponding
to tuples x⃗1, x⃗2. We then define a 2-ydlept on the corresponding expan-
sion, via a family indexed by x⃗1 and defining all the o’s corresponding
to x⃗1, x⃗2. Similarly for higher values of n.

We will now show the converse: every n-ydlept is induced by an
n-set. We start by showing that every 2-ydlept is a 2-set.

Lemma 4.6. Let L be a language, S a subset of the sorts of L, ϕ1(x⃗1, p⃗)
be a partitioned L formula, representing a definable family, with x⃗1
having sorts in S. Let L1 be formed from adding a sort S1 and a
relation C1 mapping x⃗ to the corresponding canonical parameters for
ϕ1. Consider an ydlept MER E over L1 with coupled sorts S∪S1, given
by ϕ2(x⃗, o⃗), where x⃗ are also over sorts in S and o⃗ are over sorts in S1.
Then there is a 2-partitioned L-formula ϕ3(x⃗1, p⃗1) such that for M,M ′

L-structures that agree on sorts S, M and M ′ agree on the 2-set defined
by ϕ3 if and only if they agree on the 2-set ϕ1, and, letting M1 and M ′

1

be their canonical extensions with S1 and C1, the models M1 and M ′
1

agree on the definable set ϕ2.

Proof. For simplicity we consider the case ϕ2(x, o): one ordinary vari-
able x and one imaginary variable o. Now the 2-ydlept E is the equiv-
alence relation setting M equivalent to M ′ if and only if M and M ′

agree on the 2-set given by ϕ1 and also on D2,1 = {x, p⃗ | ϕ2(x,C1(p⃗))}.
But since the addition of imaginaries gives no new 0-definable sets on
the original L-structure, D2,1 is a definable set. □

The following is proven similarly, using induction.

Lemma 4.7. Every n-ydlept definable MER E is induced by an n-set.

We say that a MER is ω-ydlept if it is n-ydlept for some n. We
have now defined the main subclasses that will be considered in the
paper. Figure 4 shows them schematically. Note that in the figure the
intersection of yclept with ω-ydlept is ydlept. This is Corollary 8.4 that
will be proven in Section 8. On the other hand, the figure shows the
intersection of yclept with definable MER as being bigger than ydlept.
This will be shown in Section 7.

5. The maximal CL reduct

We study here the maximal definable structure preserved by a
∧

-
definable groupoid. Our proofs, as well as the main statements, require
working in continuous logic, even if T is a DL theory; see Example
15.8. In case T is small, any CL reduct is essentially DL so that the
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∧ BIMER BIMER

5-ydlept

yclept

...

2-ydlept

ydlept
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Figure 1. Classes of model equivalence relations

statements are true for the maximal DL reduct; however our proofs
still go through continuous logic.

For a groupoid G and theory T , we say that a model of T is G-
resplendent if M is ℵ0-homogeneous, and whenever a, b ∈Mn and the
(L,+, L′) partial type tpM(a)(x) + tpM(b)(y) + (M,M, g) |= Th(G) +
g(x) = y is consistent, there exists g ∈ G(M,M) with g(a) = b. Note
that if L is countable, any countable M0 has a G-resplendent countable
elementary extension. In fact, if M is countable and recursively-in-
Th(G)-saturated, then M is G-resplendent. If G is definable, ordinary
resplendence suffices.

Proposition 5.1. Let T be a first order theory in a language L, and
G be a

∧
-definable groupoid for T . Then:

(1) There exists a unique richest continuous logic reduct LG of T , such
that, IsoT = IsoL ≤ G ≤ Iso(LG).

(2) G is dense in each each automorphism group of the groupoid corre-
sponding to LG, taken with the pointwise convergence topology; i.e.:
for M G-resplendent, the orbits of G and of IsoLG on Mn coincide
for each n.

(3) Suppose T is small: only countably many n-types over ∅ for each
n. Then IsoLG is ydlept: that is, is given by a DL reduct.

Proof. We start by proving (1). Let Lc consist of all continuous logic
relations, viewed as 0-definable functions F : X → [0, 1] ⊂ R where X
is a finite product of sorts of T , that are G-invariant. Here 0-definable
means that F−1(U) is

∧
-definable for any closed U ⊂ [0, 1]. G-invariant

means that if g ∈ G(M,N) then for any x ∈ X, F (x) = F (gx). It is
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clear that Lc is the richest continuous logic reduct T ′ = T ↾ Lc of T
with G ≤ IsoL′ .

We turn to (2), density. Let Sn be the space of types of T on Xn.
Define an equivalence relation on Sn: p ∼ q iff there exist M |= T and
a |= p, b |= q in M and f ∈ G(M,M) with f(a) = b. This is a closed
subset of (Sn)2 by an ultraproduct argument: if pi ∼ qi for i ∈ I, this
is witnessed by fi ∈ G(Mi,Mi). Let U be any ultrafilter on I; let p be
the limit of the pi along U , and similarly q; let f : M → M be the
ultraproduct of fi : Mi → Mi. Then since G(M,M) is

∧
-bidefinable,

f ∈ G(M,M).
Note that p ∼ q iff for some/any G-resplendent M |= T that realizes

p, q, for some / any a |= p and b |= q there exists f ∈ G(M,M) with
f(a) = b. The second passage from “some” to “any” uses the fact that
IsoT ≤ G, composing with an automorphism taking one realization of
q to another. It follows that ∼ is an equivalence relation. In the case
n = 0, p, q are completions of T , and p ∼ q iff for some resplendent
pair (M,N) we have p = Th(M), q = Th(N), iff this holds for all
resplendent pairs of models of T .

Let Y be the quotient space S/ ∼, π : X → Y the quotient map.
From the fact that ∼ is closed in X2, we conclude that Y is a Haus-
dorff space, and since it is compact it is thus a normal space, and by
Urysohn’s Lemma points can be separated by continuous functions.
Let M |= T be resplendent, a, b ∈ X(M), and suppose there is no
g ∈ G with g(a) = b. Let p = tp(a), q = tp(b). Then p ̸∼ q. So p, q
have distinct images p′, q′ in Y . As mentioned just above, there is a
continuous function ϕ : Y → [0, 1] with ϕ(p′) ̸= ϕ(q′). So F = ϕ ◦ π is
a definable function and it is G-invariant, hence belongs to the reduct
Lc; and F (a) ̸= F (b). Thus tpLc(a) ̸= tpLc(b).

Finally, we argue for (3). For small T , by definition Sn(T ) is count-
able and hence so is the quotient. Countable compact spaces are totally
disconnected, so we can choose ϕ above valued in {0, 1}: there must
be a clopen subset C of Y with p′ ∈ C and q′ /∈ C, so we let ϕ be the
characteristic function of C. This shows that we could take Lc to con-
sist of all {0, 1}-valued G-invariant definable functions, i.e. an ordinary
reduct.

□

We can similarly refer to LE for the maximal CL reduct of a model
equivalence E. We also introduce notation for the theory of the maximal
reduct.
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Definition 5.2. For a
∧

-definable groupoid G, we let LG be the set
of CL-definable relations that are invariant under G. We let T G be the
restriction of T to LG.

Consider a CL formula whose range is finite. Such a formula corre-
sponds to a finite collection of pairs, each consisting of a DL formula
and a real number. We call such a formula essentially DL, and similarly
refer to an essentially DL reduct.

Remark 5.3. Assume E is an yclept definable MER. Then E is ydlept
iff the maximal CL reduct is essentially DL.

Proof. Let E be given by CL formulas Γ. The easy direction is to as-
sume that the maximal CL reduct is essentially DL. Since the maximal
CL reduct will include Γ, we have that Γ can be taken to be essentially
DL, and thus the equivalence relation is generated by DL formulas.
Assume E is ydlept. So it is the definable MER corresponding to some
DL reduct Ld. We have Ld ⊂ LE as LE is maximal invariant. And any
model of T ′ = T ↾ Lc expands uniquely to T ↾ LE. It follows by Beth’s
theorem that all relations of LE are already definable over Ld. □

Definition 5.4. For a groupoid G on models of a theory T , we let
T ×LG T denote the theory of the equivalence relation generated by LG,
which we conflate below with the theory of the groupoid, the latter
consisting of triples (M,M ′, g).

Lemma 5.5. Let G be an
∧
−definable MER. Assume that T has

quantifier-elimination. Then every universal consequence α of the the-
ory of G in the language (L,+, L′) is a consequence of T ×LG T .

Here, assuming T has quantifier-elimination is equivalent to redefin-
ing “universal” (L,+, L′) formulas to be those that have only universal
quantification across the primed and unprimed signature.

Proof. A consequence α can be taken to have the form (∀x)(¬β(x, gx))
where β is a formula of L - indeed a Boolean combination of L formulas
in x and in g(x), which we considered quantifier-free by convention, and
x is a tuple of variables. Consider any complete type p(x) of LG. If
p(x)∧ β(x, y)∧ p(y) is consistent with T , it is realized in a resplendent
model M of T by some (a, b); but then by density of G(M,M) in
AutLG(M), Proposition 5.1, there exists σ ∈ G(M,M) with σ(a) = b.
This contradicts the assumption that α follows from the theory of G.
Hence T ∪ {β(x, y)} ∪ tpLG(x) = tpLG(y) is inconsistent.

In case LG is generated by DL formulas, by compactness, for some
LG-formulas Pj, we have T ⊢ (∀x)

∨m
j=1 Pj(x) and T |= Pj(x)∧Pj(y) ⊢
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¬β(x, y). Since T ×LG T |= Pj(x) ⇐⇒ Pj(gx), it follows that T ×LG T
proves α as claimed. The argument in the case where LG is generated
by CL formulas is similar: we find Pj and ϵ such that T is inconsistent
with |Pj(x)− Pj(y)| ≤ ϵ ∧ β(x, y).

□

We give a corollary of Proposition 5.1.

Corollary 5.6. Let E be a
∧
−definable MER with groupoid G. Then

E is yclept iff G(M,M) is a closed subgroup of Sym(M), for all G-
resplendent M .

In case T is complete, E is yclept iff G(M,M) is closed for one
resplendent M .

Proof. For one direction, if E is yclept, then G(M,M) is the subgroup of
Sym(M) fixing a certain family of finitary relations, or functions ρ into
the reals. This is clearly closed: if g does not fix ρ then ρ(a) ̸= ρ(g(a))
for some tuple a, and so the same inequality holds for each h with
h(a) = g(a), an open subset of G.

We prove the direction from right to left, assuming that G(M,M)
is a closed subgroup of Sym(M) for any resplendent M , and arguing
that E is yclept. Being closed and dense, by Proposition 5.1, G(M,M)
must be the full automorphism group of the maximal CL reduct LG.

Let (M,N) be a pair of models of T on the same universe, and
assume M ↾ LG = N ↾ LG; we have to show that MEN . By the remark
following Proposition 5.1 there exists M ′EM with Th(M ′) = Th(N);
thus we may assume Th(M) = Th(N). Further we may assume (M,N)
is resplendent; so M ∼= N , say via g : M → N . Since M ↾ LG = N ↾
LG, g is a LG-automorphism, and hence by the previous paragraph,
g ∈ G(M,M). So MEN . □

6. DL and CL reducts

With the definitions behind us, we now begin the second part of
the paper, where we address some basic questions about yclept MERs
versus definable MERs. For example, we give properties of MERs that
are both yclept and a definable MER, but show that this does not imply
being ydlept.

In small theories the distinction between CL and DL reducts is not
critical. Let us show a converse to this.

Proposition 6.1. Let T be a theory in a countable language. Then
T is small iff every CL reduct of an expansion of T by finitely many
constants can be presented as a DL reduct.
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Therefore a small T as well as expansions by finitely many constants
have the property that ydlept = yclept: if an equivalence relation comes
from a CL reduct then it comes from a DL reduct.

Proof. If T is small, then every expansion by constants and every CL
reduct of such an expansion is small. Hence every CL reduct is gener-
ated by the discretely valued formulas in it: the type spaces are totally
disconnected.

If T is not small, some expansion by constants has uncountably many
1-types. So we may assume this holds for T . So Sx is uncountable.
Then Sx contains a perfect subset P . P is homeomorphic to the Cantor
set, and admits a continuous map onto the interval [0, 1]. By the Tietze
extension theorem, there exists a continuous, surjective F : Sx → [0, 1].
Now F can be viewed as a CL relation in the variables x. Since x is
a single variable, the reduct generated by F admits quantifier elimi-
nation, and actually F (x) = α generates a complete type, so that the
space of 1-types is homeomorphic to [0, 1]. Hence every unary relation
of the reduct to F is a continuous function C(F (x)) of F (x), and as
[0, 1] is connected, if C ◦ F takes more than one value then it takes
infinitely many. So F cannot be approximated by definable relations
with finitely many values. □

As an alternative statement, a theory is small iff in any bi-
interpretable theory, every yclept MER is ydlept. (Smallness is of
course preserved under bi-interpretation, giving the left-to-right
direction. In the opposite direction, assuming T is not small, it
has uncountably many n-types on some product S of sorts. Taking
a bi-interpretable theory with S a sort, we obtain an yclept but
non-ydlept reduct as above.

We now consider the intersection of definable MERs with yclepts.

Theorem 6.2. Assume E is a definable MER on models of theory T ,
and that E is also yclept.

Then there exists a CL definable map R on Mk into a finite metric
space (Y, d), and some ϵ > 0 such that MEN iff d(RM(a), RN(a)) < ϵ
for all a. Note that such a map is essentially DL, in the sense defined
earlier.

Conversely, the existence of such a map implies that E is yclept.

One might say T is approximately ydlept in the above case.
We note a corollary:

Corollary 6.3. Whenever we have a definable MER E that is also
yclept, and we move to an expansion of T with quantifier elimination,
then E is defined by a universal (L,=, L′) sentence.
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Proof. The theorem shows that MEN iff for all a, a certain Boolean
combination of the truth values of Ri(a), Ri(b) is valid, where Ri are
DL formulas. □

We now prove Theorem 6.2.

Proof. We have some CL relations (Ri)i∈I such thatMEN iff RM
i = RN

i

for each i ∈ I. As in Proposition 4.3, I can be taken to be finite;
say I = {1, . . . , n}. We may replace R1, . . . , Rn with a single k-ary
relation taking values in Y = [0, 1]n. Fix some metric d on [0, 1]n,
say d(x, y) = sup |xi − yi|. By a compactness argument, for some
ϵ > 0, if d(R(a)M , R(a)N)) < ϵ for all a ∈ Mk, then MEN , and hence
R(a)M = R(a)N .

There exists a DL definable function δR into a finite subset of
[0, 1]n, such that d(R(x), δR(x)) < ϵ/8 for all x. We have MEN iff
d(δR

M(x), δR
N(x)) < ϵ/4 for all x.

For the converse, we may assume T admits quantifier-elimination.
Thus we can assume E is defined by a universal formula. The quantifier-
free part is a Boolean combination of formulas over both models along
with equalities. It is clear that a universal definable MER gives a
groupoid that is closed. Hence by Corollary 5.6 E is yclept.

□

For much of this work we focus on complete theories. But the fol-
lowing results will allow us to transfer characterizations of ydlept and
yclept equivalence relations from complete theories to incomplete the-
ories. We start with a result about ydlepts.

Proposition 6.4. Let E be a definable MER for a theory T . If E is
ydlept when restricted to Mod (T ′) for any completion T ′ of T , then E

is ydlept.

Proof. Let LE
DL be the maximal DL reduct associated with E, and let

Er be the (ydlept) model equivalence relation of having the same LE
DL

reduct. We begin with an observation:

Claim 6.5. Let Σ be any set of sentences of L, closed under conjunc-
tions. The map E 7→ Er commutes with restriction to Mod (T ∪ Σ).

Proof. On the face of it LE
DL may grow upon this restriction, since some

new ϕ may be E-invariant on Mod (T ∪ Σ). But if this is the case, by
compactness there exists a single σ ∈ Σ responsible for it. Then σ → ϕ
is E-invariant on Mod (T ). So σ → ϕ is in LE

DL and on Mod (T ∪ Σ) it
is equivalent to ϕ. Thus ϕ is not really new. □

We now consider a special case of the proposition:
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Claim 6.6. The proposition holds in the case that T ↾ LE is complete.

Proof. Accordingly, we assume T ↾ LE
DL is complete, and that E is

ydlept when restricted to Mod (T ′) for any completion T ′. We will use
for the first time the assumption that E is definable, rather than just∧

-definable. So ¬E is definable, and

M ≡M ′, M ↾ LE
DL =M ′|LE

DL, ¬E

is inconsistent. By compactness there are sentences σ1, . . . , σk such
that if M ↾ LE

DL =M ′ ↾ LE
DL, and M |= σi iff M ′ |= σi, then MEM ′.

Let X ′ be the space of (at most 2k) consistent extensions of T by
σi or ¬σi for each i, which are complete for these k sentences. Since
T ↾ LE

DL is complete, we can fix some resplendent model M0 of T ↾ LE
DL,

and consider expansions M of M0 to T . Two such expansions are E-
equivalent if they agree on each σi. So the E-class of such an M is
completely determined by Thσ1,...,σk(M). We can define an equivalence
relation on X ′: T ′ ∼ T ′′ if for some (equivalently all) M ′ |= T ′ and
M ′′ |= T ′′, both expansions of M0, we have M ′EM ′′. Let C1, . . . Cm be
the classes of ∼ on X ′. For each class Cj let τj =

∨
T ′∈Cj

∧
±σi∈T ′ ±σi.

Then ∼ preserves each τj, so each τj ∈ LE
DL, and hence since any two

expansions M ′,M ′′ of M0 agree on the τj, they satisfy the same τj, and
so by definition of ∼, they are E-equivalent.

Thus the ydlept equivalence relation we need is given by the sen-
tences τj and by LE

DL. □

We now return to the proof of the proposition. Assume E is ydlept
when restricted to any completion of T . Let X be the space of exten-
sions of T by LE-sentences which are complete for LE sentences. By the
claim, E is ydlept when restricted to any T ′ ∈ X. Thus by Claim 6.5
E = Er on Mod Ω(T

′). But if M,M ′ ∈ Mod Ω(T ) and are Er equivalent,
automatically they both lie in Mod Ω(T

′) for some T ′ ∈ X, namely
T ′ = Th(M ↾ LE

DL) = Th(M ′ ↾ LE
DL). So E = Er on Mod Ω(T ), and we

have proven the proposition.
□

Proposition 6.7. Let E be a definable MER for a theory T . If E is
yclept when restricted to Mod(T ′) for any completion T ′ of T , then E

is yclept.

Proof. We will use the criterion of Theorem 6.2 for ycleptness: a
definable MER is yclept iff there is an essentially DL map into a finite
metric space such that two models are equivalent if the images under
the map are closed.
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An essentially DL formula R taking values in a finite metric space X
is called quasi-invariant if wheneverMEN , we have d(RM(a), RN(a)) <
1 for all a. If t is a completion of T , R : Mn → X is t-quasi-invariant
if whenever MEN , with M,N |= t we have d(RM(a), RN(a)) < 1 for
all a. Equivalently d(RM(a), RN(a)) ≤ vX , where vX is the greatest
possible distance below 1 of pairs of points of X. If R is t-quasi-
invariant, then by compactness the t-quasi-invariance is due to a single
sentence σ ∈ t. We can modify RX with no prejudice to t by redefining
it as R if σ holds, and some constant element of X if σ fails. This is
quasi-invariant.

For each completion t, by assumption and Theorem 6.2, there exists a
t quasi-invariant mapping that witnesses this. And from the argument
above, there exists a quasi-invariant, not just t-quasi-invariant, Rt :
Mn → Xt such that if M,N |= t, then MEN iff dXt(R

M
t (a), RN

t (a)) < 1
for all a ∈ Mn. It follows that for M,N |= T on the same universe,
MEN iff dX(t)(R

M
t (a), RN

t (a)) < 1 for all a and for every t. Using
the definability of E, and compactness, there must exist a finite set
t1, . . . , tk such that MEN iff dX(t)(R

M
t (a), RN

t (a)) < 1 for all a and
for every ti, i = 1, ..., k. At this point let X =

∏
iXti , with distance

supi dXti
(x(i), y(i)). Using dummy variables assume all nt = n for

some n. Define R(a, b) = (Ri(a, b) : i = 1, . . . , k). Then MEN iff
dX(R

M(a), RN(a)) < 1 for all a. Thus using Theorem 6.2 in the other
direction, we are done.

□

7. An yclept, non-ydlept definable MER, and chaotic
dynamics.

We exhibit here an yclept definable MER which is not ydlept. Thus
Theorem 6.2 cannot be pushed further to say that a definable MER
which is yclept must be ydlept, even for superstable or weakly minimal
theories.

There is a tension between strict ycleptness, and the definability of
the MER. To assert that a CL formula has the same interpretation in
two models, one must express that at any input they take the same real
value; this seem to require infinitely many formulas, asserting equal-
ity digit-by-digit as it were. We overcome this using a phenomenon
of chaotic dynamics: two orbits cannot permanently stay near each
other. Thus knowing the approximate location of a point over all time
determines the point precisely.
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This example is moreover superstable, weakly minimal. We will
define a DL theory Td, and an equivalence relation E on models of
Td based on preserving a CL reduct.

Let Γ be a countable group, acting by homeomorphisms on a con-
nected compact Hausdorff space W in such a way that for some open
set U1, letting U0 = W ∖ cl(U1), we have:

(*) for any u ̸= v ∈ W , for some γ ∈ Γ we have γu ∈ U1 and γv ∈ U0.

This implies that for any w ∈ W , Γw is dense in W . For instance,
PGL2(Q) acting on the circle P1(R) by fractional linear transforma-
tions has this property, for any nonempty and non-dense open set U ,
since PGL2(R) is 2-transitive on P1(R). Later in the proof, we will need
additional requirements about (Γ,W ), still true for (PGL2(Q),P1(R)),
and we focus on a specific U1. In terms of (Γ,W ) we will require:

(**) For any nonempty open U1, and U ′′ ⊂ W ∖ cl(U0) and any
u ̸= v ∈ W there exists γ ∈ Γ with γu ∈ U ′′, γv ∈ U1.

Note that (*) and (**) persist for subgroups Γ of PGL2(Q) that are
dense in PGL2(R). One can take Γ finitely generated. In this case Td
will admit a finite language.

As for U1, identifying P1(R) with R∪{∞}, we will later specify that
U1 is the interval (−2, 2), and we will also fix U ′′ to be the interval
(−1/2, 1/2). These specific choices will play no role in the first two
claims below, defining the reduct, and through it the equivalence rela-
tion. But they will be helpful in showing that our equivalence relation
is a definable MER.

Let L0 be the language with a unary function symbol for each γ ∈ Γ,
that we will denote also by γ. The universal theory T0 consists of the
axioms for a free Γ-action; it becomes complete once we add that the
universe is nonempty.
Ld = L0 ∪ {Q} is the expansion of L0 by a unary predicate Q. We

also write Q1 for Q and Q0 for the complement of Q. Further we will
write Q(a) = 1 if a ∈ Q1 and Q(a) = 0 if a ∈ Q0.

The universal axioms Td,∀ of Td state that

∩mi=1γi
−1Qνi = ∅

whenever γ1, . . . , γm ∈ Γ, ν1, . . . , νm ∈ {0, 1}, and ∩mi=1γ
−1
i cl(Uνi) = ∅.

Note that γi in the intersection refers to a unary function symbol
in the language, while in the condition γi refers to the transformation.
Thus the axioms assert a close relationship between the unary predicate
Q1 in a model of Td and the open subset U1 of W .
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To see that Td,∀ is consistent, pick any point a /∈ ∪γ∈Γγ(cl(U0) \U0).
Let M = Γa be the Γ-orbit of a; so M ∩ cl(U0) \ U0 = ∅. Define
QM

1 = M ∩ U1. Then QM
0 = M ∩ cl(U0) = M ∩ U0. It is clear that M

is a model of Td,∀.
Towards defining our CL reduct, we start with the following obser-

vation:

Claim 7.1. Let M |= Td and a ∈M . Then

R(a) := ∩{γ−1cl(Ui) : γ ∈ Γ, i = Q(γ(a))}
is a subset of W with a unique point.

Proof. The axioms of Td ensure the finite intersection property for the
above sets. Since W is compact, ∩{γ−1cl(Ui) : γ ∈ Γ, i = Q(γ(x))} ≠
∅. If u ̸= v are two distinct points of W then by (*), for some γ ∈ Γ we
have γu ∈ U1 and γv ∈ U0. Say Q(γ(a)) = 0. Then R(a) ⊂ γ−1cl(U1)
while v ∈ γ−1(U0) so v /∈ R(a). Likewise if Q(γ(a)) = 1 then u /∈ R(a).
Hence R(a) cannot contain two distinct points, so |R(a)| = 1. □

We denote the point whose existence is shown by the claim as r(a).
The behavior of r(a) in terms of U1 closely mirrors that of α in terms
of Q1, and similarly for γ(a) with γ ∈ Γ. For example if r(a) ∈ U1 then
a ∈ Q1, and if a ∈ Q1 then r(a) ∈ cl(U1). The function r, along with
the L0 structure, will be our CL reduct Lc.

Claim 7.2. The function r(a) depends only on tp(a), and is a contin-
uous function of tp(a).

Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove continuity, let O be an
open neighborhood of r(a). Then ∩{γ−1cl(Ui) : γ ∈ Γ, i = Q(γ(a))} ⊂
O, so by compactness of W , some finite intersection ∩γ∈F0{γ−1cl(Ui) :
γ ∈ Γ, i = Q(γ(a))} ⊂ O. But this means that the truth values
of finitely many atomic relations Q(γi(x)) force r(x) to be in O, i.e.
r−1(O) contains a clopen neighborhood of tp(a). □

At this point we may view r as a CL definable relation on M . De-
fine G to be the groupoid of Lc-isomorphisms between models of Td,
i.e. bijections g preserving L0 and r, but not necessarily Q. E is the
corresponding equivalence relation. Since r is CL definable, this is a
CL reduct.

The next thing to show is that G is a definable groupoid, or alterna-
tively E is a definable MER. In fact, we get universal definability. But
this is to be expected, from Theorem 6.2.

Let γ1 be the element x 7→ x + 1. Note that if γ−1
1 a, a, γ1a ∈ cl(U1)

then a ∈ U1.
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Claim 7.3. Let E be the equivalence relation over Td corresponding
to preserving the L0 structure and r. Then MEM ′ iff M and M ′ agree
on the L0 structure and

⋄ (∀x ∈M)(M |= Q1((γ1)
−1x) ∧Q1(x) ∧Q1(γ1x)) →M ′ |= Q1(x))

Thus in particular E is a definable MER.

Proof. For the “only if” direction, we assume that there is x0 ∈M such
that Q1 holds of x0, γ1(x0) and (γ1)

−1(x0), but in M ′ Q1(x0) fails to
hold. The hypothesis concerning M tell us that in M we must have
r(x0) ∈ cl(U1), γ1(r(x0)) ∈ cl(U1), γ−1

1 (r(x0)) ∈ cl(U1), and keeping in
mind U1 = (−2, 2) we have r(x0) ∈ (−1, 1). On the other hand, in M ′

we cannot have r(x0) ∈ cl(U1). So clearly r is not preserved by the
equivalence relation.

We prove the “if” direction by contrapositive. Suppose M and M ′

agree on their domains and the L0 structure, let r denote the function r
in M and r′ the function in M ′. Assume r(a) ̸= r′(a) for some a ∈M .
By (**), there exists γ ∈ G with γ(r′(a)) ∈ U0 and γ(r(a)) ∈ U ′′. But
we can check that r “commutes modulo starring” with γ in any model.

Thus we have r′(γa)) = γr′(a) ∈ U0 and r(γa) ∈ U ′′. Let b =
γa; then r′(b) ∈ U0, and r(b) ∈ U ′′ = (−1/2, 1/2). So applying the
definition of r in M , we get M |= (γ1)

−1b, b, γ1b ∈ Q1. By ⋄, M ′ |=
Q1(b), contradicting r′(b) ∈ U0. □

We now need to show that G is not given by a DL reduct. We begin
by studying a CL theory Tc that will turn out to be a reduct of Td.

Let Lc expand L0 by a unary predicate r in the sense of CL, inter-
preted as a map into W . The universal axioms, denoted Tc,∀, state that
T0 holds and r is a Γ-homomorphism, i.e. r(γx) = γr(x), referring to
the action above on W .

Claim 7.4. There is a (necessarily unique) theory Tc eliminating quan-
tifiers with universal part axiomatized by Tc,∀.

Proof. Let Tc be Tc,∀ along with axioms:

(♣) For each w ∈ W there exist infinitely many Γ-orbits O of N
with elements a such that r(a) = w.

Any model of Tc,∀ clearly extends to a model of Tc; so the universal
part of Tc is precisely Tc,∀.

To see that Tc is complete, suppose T ′, T ′′ are two completions. Let
M,M ′ be models of T ′, T ′′ respectively, of cardinality 2ℵ0 , and such
that for any w ∈ W there exist 2ℵ0 distinct elements a of M (resp. M ′)
with r(a) = w. It is easy to find such models by compactness.
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We argue that M ∼= M ′. Let (wi : i ∈ I) be a set of representatives
for the Γ-orbits onW . For each i, letmi,j : j < 2ℵ0 be a maximal subset
of M consisting of elements in distinct orbits, such that r(mi,j) = wi.
Then any element of M has the form γmi,j for some i ∈ I, j < 2ℵ0 and
some γ ∈ Γ, necessarily unique. In the same way, we find m′

i,j ∈ M ′

with r(m′
i,j) = wi. Let f map γmi,j to γm′

i,j. This is well-defined and
an Lc-isomorphism. So M ∼= M ′.

Hence T ′ = T ′′. So Tc is complete.
In a similar way, we can construct an isomorphism between countable

substructures of M,M ′ extends to an isomorphism M → M ′. This
holds also when M =M ′; so the quantifier-free type of a tuple from M
determines the complete type. Thus Tc admits quantifier-elimination.

□

By QE for Tc, or more directly by the argument for Claim 7.4, com-
plete 1-types have the form r(x) = w for some w ∈ W . A partial type
can be viewed as a closed set of complete types, and hence has the form
r−1(C) = {x : r(x) ∈ C} for some closed C ⊂ W .

Claim 7.5. Every DL definable set X of Tc in n variables is already
L0-definable

Proof. Take n = 1. As X is
∧

-definable, it is a partial type. By
the comment above the claim, it has the form r−1(C) for some closed
C ⊂ W . As the complement of X is also

∧
-definable, it also has this

form, so that X = r−1(C ′) for some open C ′ ⊂ W . By surjectivity
of r, in sufficiently saturated models, we have C ′ = r(X) = C so C
is clopen. Since W is connected, C = ∅ or C = W and so there are
no unary definable sets other than ∅ and the universe. For n > 1,
let P be the L0-partial n-type asserting that x1, . . . , xn lies in distinct
orbits. Then an n-type extending P is determined by the values of
r(x1), . . . , r(xn). A partial n type extending P is the intersection of P
with the pullback of a closed subset of W n. Since W n is connected, the
same argument shows that if X is a definable set in n variables, then
either X or the complement X is disjoint from P ; say the former. Then
X implies a finite disjunction of terms γxi = xj. So X = X1 ∪ . . .∪Xk

where Xi includes such a term. By induction each Xi is L0-definable
and hence so is X. □

Claim 7.6. Let M |= Td, and let M0 be the reduct to L0. Then (M0, r)
is a model of Tc.

Proof. For this we may assume M is saturated. Recall the set
function R from Claim 7.1. Clearly, R(γx) = ∩{β−1cl(Ui) : β ∈
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Γ, i = Q(β(γa))} = ∩{β−1cl(Ui) : βγ ∈ Γ, i = Q(β(γa))} =
∩{(αγ−1)−1cl(Ui) : α ∈ Γ, i = Q(αa)} = γR(x). So r(γx) = γr(x).
Thus (M0, r) |= Tc,∀. We also have to show (♣):

For any w ∈ W there exist, in infinitely many Γ-orbits, a ∈M with
r(a) = w

Define an Ld-structure on the orbit Γw by setting Qw = Γw ∩U1. If
∩mi=1γ

−1
i cl(Uνi) = ∅, then ∩mi=1γi

−1Qνi = ∅. This is because Q1 ⊂ cl(U1)
and Q0 ⊂ cl(U0). Thus (Γw,Qw) |= Td,∀. And so there exist (many
disjoint) Ld-embeddings j : (Γw,Qw) →M ; and we have w ∈ R(j(w))
so w = r(j(w)). Letting a = j(w), we have proven our claim. □

We have seen in Claim 7.5 that DL reducts of Tc must be L0 definable.
Hence (M0, r) has no DL reduct bigger than L0. So L0 is the maximal
DL reduct respected by E. Certainly r is not L0-definable, since T0 has
a unique 1-type: thus any L0-definable map into the reals is constant.
Hence E is not ydlept.

8. Higher ydlept equivalence relations that are yclept

In the previous section we considered the interaction of
definable MERs with yclept MERs, and showed that this does not
imply that the MER is ydlept. In this section we look at the
intersection of higher ydlepts with yclept. In contrast to the previous
section, we show that this does imply that the MER is ydlept.

Let T be a theory, for simplicity in a countable language. Let D be
one of the sorts or a finite product of sorts of T .

Recall that in a CL theory with trivial metric, a subset X of D is
called definable if both X and D \ X are

∧
-definable. Equivalently,

there exists a formula ϕ valued in {0, 1} with ϕ−1(1) = X.

Proposition 8.1. Let E be an yclept definable MER on T , associated
to the CL reduct R. Let D = {Dc : c ∈ Q} be a T -definable family
of definable subsets. Assume D is E-invariant, i.e. invariant for the
groupoid corresponding to E. Then D can be expressed as D = {D′

d :
d ∈ Q′} with D′ and Q′ both contained in the reduct R.

Before proving this, we give a corollary:

Corollary 8.2. A MER that is both 2-ydlept and yclept is ydlept.

Proof. Let {Dc : c ∈ Q} witness that the MER E is 2-ydlept, and R

witness that E is yclept. Then the proposition implies that the family
can be reparameterized as {D′

d : d ∈ Q′} with D′, Q′ in R. Then D′, Q′

are invariant under E, so E is the ydlept equivalence relation generated
by D′, Q′. □
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As a step towards proving the proposition, we start with:

Claim 8.3. Let R and D be as in the statement of Proposition 8.1.
In any countable resplendent model M of T , each individual Dc is
definable with parameters in M from R alone. We recall that for CL
this means that both the set and its complement are R-

∧
-definable

with parameters.

Proof. Any Aut(M |R)-conjugate of Dc lies in D(M). This is because
D is GM -invariant, and GM = Aut(M |R) by ycleptness. Thus there
are only countably many Aut(M |R)-conjugates of Dc. By Makkai’s
parameterized version of Beth’s theorem [Mak64], there exists a finite
d from M such that Aut(M |R, d) fixes Dc. So there are no a ∈ Dc, a

′ /∈
Dc with the same type over d. That is, the following L(c, d)-partial
type is inconsistent:

{ϕ(x, d) = ϕ(x′, d) ∧ x ∈ Dc ∧ x′ /∈ Dc : ϕ ∈ R}
So for some finite number of ϕi, which we can put together into

a single ϕ valued in [0, 1]n, the ϕM -images of Dc and of D \ Dc are
disjoint closed subsets, whose union of course covers ϕM(D). Thus the
image of D in [0, 1]n is disconnected, and there exists a continuous map
f : [0, 1]n → {0, 1} such that f(ϕ(x)) = 1 if x ∈ Dc and f(ϕ(x)) = 0 if
x /∈ Dc. □

We now continue the proof of the proposition.

Proof. Let us say that ϕ(x, d) is a gap formula if it takes values in
[0, 1] \ [1/5, 4/5]. Consider the following set of formulas:

(∀d)(∃x)(1/5 ≤ ϕ(x, d) ≤ 4/5) ∨ (∃x)(x /∈ Du ⇐⇒ ϕ(x, d) ≤ 1/5)

Here the formula includes u as a free variable, and Du refers to D at
variable u. ϕ ranges over R. For each ϕ the formula asserts that ϕ
is either not a gap formula or does not define Dc. The conjunction is
inconsistent. So there are finitely many formulas ϕi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , ℓ,
valued in [0, 1], such that for each c, and for some d, ϕi(x, d) is a gap
formula and defines Dc.

Let ψi(i = 1, . . . , ℓ) be an essentially DL formula – corresponding to
a finite set of pairs of L formulas and real values – such that |ϕi−ψi| <
1/5. Then for each c, for some i ≤ l, for some d:

ψi(x, d) < 2/5 ⇐⇒ x ∈ Dc

For each i ≤ l, consider θi defined as
{d | ∃Y ∈ D (ψi(x, d) < 2/5 ⇐⇒ x ∈ Y )}
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This is L-definable and E-invariant, so it is in R.
Thus the equivalence relation given by our original reduct D is the

same as the equivalence relation preserving {x, d | ψi(x, d) ∧ θi(d)}.
This is easily seen to be ydlept.

□

Corollary 8.4. A MER E that is yclept and k-ydlept, then it is ydlept.

Proof. Using Corollary 8.2 and induction, along the same lines as the
proof of Proposition 9.5 from Lemma 9.4. □

Proposition 8.1 dealt with a higher ydlept preserved by a higher
ydlept. We can also get a result on yclepts preserved by a higher
ydlept, but this time only for maximal ones:

Proposition 8.5. The maximal yclept of a k-ydlept must be ydlept.

Proof. We prove the case k = 2, leaving the general case to the reader.
Thus E is specified by a definable family D in the original signature,
and DL formulas ϕi(x⃗, o⃗) in the Shelahization, where o⃗ is over the
imaginary sort. Then E represents preservation of the imaginary sort
and the corresponding function, and also the ϕi. Let R′ denote this
reduct.

We can assume that the maximal CL reduct is given by a single CL
formula ρ(x⃗) where x⃗ are variables in the language L of T . We know
ρ must be preserved by E. We claim that ρ must be definable in CL
over R′. If not there are two models M1 and M2 with the same reduct
to these formulas and sorts, disagreeing on ρ. But this contradicts the
fact that ρ is invariant under E.

Thus ρ is a limit of essentially DL formulas ρi definable over R′.
Each of these formulas is specified by a DL-definable partition ρi,j(x⃗).
Since they are definable over R′, each ρi,j(x⃗) is invariant under E. But
then each ρi,j(x⃗) is in the maximal CL reduct. We see that E is in fact
equivalent to preserving ρi,j, hence is ydlept. □

Remark 8.6. Note that we state and prove these results for the
“completely-coupled” case. But the same arguments hold if we talk
about a “yclept MER over coupled sorts S0”. Recall that a reduct
defined using formulas having sorts S0 gives a MER over S0, or over
any set of sorts S ′

0 containing S0: we are free to couple more. Thus
modifying Corollary 8.4 we can conclude that if a MER is both yclept
over S ′

0 and n-ydlept over the same S ′
0, then it is ydlept over S ′

0.
We cannot conclude that if it is yclept over S ′

0 and n-ydlept over a
different S ′′

0 then it is ydlept over S ′′
0 .
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9. Intrinsically stably embedded theories and higher
ydlepts

In this section we characterize theories for which every higher ydlept
MER is ydlept. It turns out to be an interesting extension of the class
of stable theories. We conjecture that every o-minimal structure has
this property, and prove it for DLO.

Recall our convention that “definable” means 0-definable, i.e. by a
formula of L.

Definition 9.1. A set of sorts S in a multi-sorted theory T ′ is stably
embedded in T ′ if in every model M of T ′, any M -definable relation on
the sorts S is definable with parameters from S(M).

Equivalently, by a routine compactness argument every T ′-definable
family of definable relations on S is equal, as a family, to a T ′-definable
family with parameter variables in S:

For every n, for every ϕ(x, y) with x an n-tuple of variables with
sorts in S, ϕ in T ′ – that is, a T ′ definable family of subsets of n-
tuples of elements of S – there is a formula δ(x, x′), where x are the
same variables as in ϕ and x′ is a tuple of variables with sorts in S

δ a formula in T ′, such that, in all models of T ′, there is x′0 with
∀y ∃x′0 ∀x ϕ(x, y) ↔ δ(x, x′0).

For background on stable embeddedness, equivalent definitions, and
extensions to partial types, see [Hru02, appendix B], [CH99, Appendix],
[Pil11].

Definition 9.2. A theory T with sorts S is intrinsically stably embedded
(istem) if S is stably embedded within any reduct of T eq.

In particular, a one-sorted theory T is istem if its only sort is stably
embedded within any reduct of T eq. It is easy to see that a stable
theory is istem: if T is stable, so is T eq, and hence any reduct of T eq.

Lemma 9.3. Let T be an istem theory with one sort X. If the model
equivalence relation E is 2-ydlept then E is ydlept.

Towards proving the lemma, let the equivalence relation E be given
by a 0-definable family of definable subsets of X. So it has the form
{Db : b ∈ Y }, where D ⊂ X × Y Db = {a ∈ X : D(a, b)}, and D is
definable, hence Y ⊆ Xn is definable.

The following lemma states that in an istem theory we can re-
parameterize a definable family in a canonical way:

Lemma 9.4. Let T be an istem theory in one sort X. Let D ⊂ X×Y
be definable in T F = {Db : b ∈ Y }, Db = {a ∈ X : D(a, b)}. Then
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there exists a definable relation R ⊂ X × Z (Z a definable subset of
Xn) such that
(1) F = {Rc : c ∈ Z};
(2) Any permutation leaving X and F invariant also leaves R invari-

ant.

Proof. We consider the imaginary sort related to the definable family
D itself: this will have a sort S ′ for the equivalence classes of the
equivalence relation “coding the same member of the definable family”,
and the corresponding relationship F relating equivalence classes in S ′

to elements x of the definable family. Thus we can consider D as a
family, but now indexed by S ′. It is still a definable family of subsets
of X in the reduct R′ consisting of S ′ and F . Since X is intrinsically
stably embedded, we can obtain a δ′(x, y⃗) definable in the reduct R′,
such that for every member Rc of the family there is a⃗0 such that
δ′(x, a⃗0) is Rc. δ′ can be converted to a formula in the language of
T . But since it is definable in the reduct R′, it is invariant under any
permutation that preserves the equivalence classes.

.
□

Proof of Lemma 9.3. By Lemma 4.7 we can assume E is given by a 2-
set: that is, a definable family on some Xn. Apply Lemma 9.4 to get a
relation R. It is easy to to that X and R witness that E is ydlept. □

We now extend Lemma 9.3 from 2-ydlept to n-ydlept for n > 2.

Proposition 9.5. Let T be an istem theory. If the model equivalence
relation E is n-ydlept for some n then E is ydlept.

In particular, this is true for a stable theory.

Proof. Assume inductively that every n-ydlept on a stable theory is
ydlept. Let E be (n + 1)-ydlept. By definition there exists a defin-
able family F of definable sets, such that E arises from a well-behaved
equivalence relation E1 of TF , where E1 is n-ydlept. By induction, E1

is ydlept. Hence E is 2-ydlept. By Lemma 9.3, E is ydlept.
□

We show that the istem assumption is sharp; thus T is istem iff every
higher ydlept is ydlept. In fact:

Proposition 9.6. T is istem iff every 2-ydlept MER for T is ydlept.

Proof. Assume every 2-ydlept MER for T is ydlept. We will show that
X is istem. The other direction has already been proven.
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We may assume the language of T is finite: if T is not istem, this
is witnessed by a finite sublanguage; while the hypothesis on 2-ydlepts
is by definition preserved under reducts. We have to show that X is
stably embedded within any reduct R of T eq. We may take this reduct
to include all sorts of T eq, but not necessarily all relations among them.
Let R be such a reduct, and TR the restriction of T to R. So TR still
has a unique sort X, but the reduct contains only some of the relations
of T .

Let Y and R ⊂ Y ×Xn be 0-definable in T eq. For y ∈ Y , let Ry ⊂ Xn

be defined by x ∈ Ry ⇐⇒ R(x, y). Let RY := {Ry : y ∈ Y }. We have
to show ♣:

Each Ry is definable in R with parameters in X.

Note that if M |= T then we can canonically define M eq and hence
RY : it is a 2-subset of P (X(M)) that is defined in terms of the structure
M alone.

We have a 2-ydlept definable MER E on Mod(T ): MEM ′ iff X(M) =
X(M ′) and RM

Y = RM ′
Y . By assumption, E is ydlept. So there exist

an R-definable relation S on Xn such that MEM ′ iff X(M) = X(M ′)
and SM = SM

′ . Here X(M) = X(M ′) simply says they have the same
universe. Recall the Chang-Makkai theorem [Cha64, Mak64], in the
following “pseudo-elementary” form:

Let T be a theory in a countable language L, and let T ′ be an expan-
sion to a bigger countable language, including a formulaR0, T = T ′ ↾ L.
If for any countable model M of T , {R0(M

′) : M ′ expands M,M ′ |=
T ′} is countable, then each R0(M

′) is definable with parameters in M .

This will be applied to the family F of subsets Z of Xn such that for
some expansion of MR to a model M of T , M eq |= (∃y ∈ Y )(Ry = Z).
That is, Z ∈ RM

Y .

Claim 9.7. Let MR be a countable model of TR. Then F(MR) is
countable.

Proof. To prove the claim, let M1 be an expansion of MR to a model
of T . We will show that F ⊂ RY (M1); this of course implies that F

is countable. Let Z ∈ F. Then Z ∈ RY (M) for some expansion M of
MR to T . Since S is R-definable, we have SM = SM

′ . Thus MEM ′.
So RM1

Y = RM
Y . Hence Z ∈ RM1

Y , as promised. □

Given the claim, we can apply the Chang-Makkai theorem, conclud-
ing that each element of F is parameterically definable in R. Thus we
have proven ♣, which in turn proves Proposition 9.6. □
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Conjecture 9.8. All o-minimal structures are istem.

A proof of the conjecture would imply a positive answer to the fol-
lowing:

Question 9.9. Does every o-minimal theory have the property that
2-ydlepts are ydlept?

As a small step towards proving the conjecture, we show that DLO
is istem. The proof will go via a somewhat wider class of one-sorted
structures.

Definition 9.10. We say that a structure is Cameron Thomas-
minimal, or CT-minimal for short, if every reduct, except pure
equality, interprets the whole upon adding constants.

Restated, this says that every nontrivial reduct of T is a reduct by
constants, in the sense of Definition 12.3. From Cameron’s classification
of reducts of DLO [Cam90] it follows that DLO is CT-minimal. Since
DLO is NIP, the result for DLO will follow from the following:

Proposition 9.11. Any NIP CT-minimal structure is istem.

Proof. We will assume T has a single sort D for convenience. Let M
be the given structure; we may assume it is ℵ0-saturated. Let Q be an
imaginary sort, and M− a reduct with sorts (D,Q). We have to show
that D is stably embedded in M−.

We can work over a somewhat saturated model M , so that if F is
a family of definable sets, not definable in pure equality, then some
element of the family is not definable in pure equality.

If every family of definable subsets of any Dn in M− is definable
in pure equality, then of course D is stably embedded. A stably 1-
embedded sort is one which satisfies the definition of stably embedded
where we only consider definable families of subsets, not definable fam-
ilies of collections of tuples: that is, we only consider n = 1. We will
use Pillay’s theorem [Pil11]: for an NIP theory D is stably embedded
iff it is stably 1-embedded.

Using the theorem, we can take n = 1. Let F be a nontrivial family of
definable subsets of D. Then by the ℵ0-saturation of M some element
Fc of F is infinite and co-infinite.

As a first case, assume that pure equality is induced on D in M−.
Let m be any integer. Since Fc is infinite and co-infinite, there is A a
subset of D(M) with |A ∩ Fc| = |A \ Fc| = m. Since in the reduct, all
2m-types of distinct elements of D are equal, for any subset A′ of A of
size m, there exists c′ such that for a ∈ A we have a ∈ Fc′ iff a ∈ A′.
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Since m was arbitrary, we have shattered an arbitrarily large set A,
which contradicts NIP.

This leaves the case where the induced structure onD fromM− is not
pure equality. By CT-minimality, after adding constants (d1, d2, . . .)
from D, the full original structure on D is interpretable in M−. In
this case, any M− definable relation on D with parameters from M−

is certainly definable with parameters from D in the original structure,
hence in M−[d1, d2, . . .], and hence in M−. □

The following example shows that this phenomenon does not extend
to general NIP theories. Later examples interpretable in the random
graph will show the same for simple theories.

Example 9.12. Let T be the ℵ0-categorical theory of a dense linear
ordering M with a distinguished dense co-dense subset P . Then T is
NIP, indeed distal and dp-minimal [Sim13]. We view T as 2-sorted,
with one sort P and one sort Q= complement of P . The ordering on
P ∪Q is thus viewed as three relations, namely <P=< ∩(P 2), <Q=<
∩(Q2) and <PQ=< ∩(P × Q). Let G be the group of permutations
σ of M that respect Q, and hence P , such that σ ↾ Q lifts to an
automorphism of M . An equivalent definition is that the equivalence
relation preserves the family of definable sets Rp : p ∈ P , where Rp =
{x ∈ Q and x > p}. In particular G is 2-ydlept.

Let us now see that it is not yclept. Note first that any finite order-
preserving partial map from Q to Q extends to an element of G.

We next claim that, from the above, we can conclude that the max-
imal G-invariant reduct of M is the structure consisting of the sort P
with no additional structure, as well as the sort Q with the restricted
linear order. We denote this as (P,Q,<Q). That is, we claim a formula
κ(x1 . . . xm) is preserved by G if and only it is definable in (P,Q,<Q).
The direction from right to left follows since the definition of G in terms
of Rp above. So it suffices to show that if κ(x1 . . . xm) is not definable
in (P,Q,<Q) then it is not preserved by G. Note that (P,Q,<Q) is
also ℵ0-categorical, so there are finitely many m-types over the empty
set. Since κ is not definable over the empty set, there must be a model
with some c⃗ and c⃗′ satisfying the same type in the restricted language,
but with c⃗ and c⃗′ disagreeing on κ. Considering the finite partial au-
tomorphism of (P,Q,<Q) mapping sending c⃗ to c⃗′, and applying the
above, we get an element of G that does not preserve κ.

Thus we know that if G were yclept, it must be definable in the
language above. And since the automorphism group of (P,Q,<Q) is
much bigger than G, G cannot be definable from (P,Q,<Q). So G, while
being 2-ydlept, is not ydlept, and thus is not yclept.
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We note that this theory does admit other groupoids that are not
n-ydlept. Even DLO has these: see the example in Subsection 15.2.

Question 9.13. Does there exist a theory such that every
definable MER is 2-ydlept, but not ∀-yclept?

See Proposition 12.2 for a setting where 2-ydleptness occurs natu-
rally.

Question 9.14. Does every o-minimal theory have the property that
2-ydlepts are ydlept?

We note a corollary. A class of structures for a fixed language is said
to be stable if the (incomplete) theory of the class is stable; equivalently
for each ϕ(x⃗, y⃗) there is a maximum n such that in some model in the
class there are a⃗1 . . . a⃗n b⃗1 . . . b⃗n with ϕ(⃗ai, b⃗j) iff i < j. For finite graphs,
the notion relates to several notions of sparsity [AA14].

Corollary 9.15. If E is an n-ydlept over a stable theory T , then E is
ydlept. In particular if C be a class of structures that is stable, and E

is n-ydlept, then E is an ydlept equivalence relation when restricted to
structures in C.

Proof. Any completion T ∗ of T is stable in the usual sense. Thus by
Proposition 6.4, E is ydlept on models of the completion, hence on
models of T . □

10. MERs of low quantifier complexity

We can classify definable MERs by the quantifier complexity of their
defining (L,+, L′) sentences. We regard all L-formulas, and their
primed copies, as having quantifier complexity 0; equivalently, we as-
sume quantifier-elimination in the base theory. With this convention
assumed, we employ the usual terminology for prenex classes of first
order formulas: universal, Π2 etc. An equivalence relation on models
of T defined by Σn (respectively Πn) formulas of (L,+, L′) is said to be
a Σn (resp. Πn)

∧
−definable MER. And similarly for a definable MER

if just finitely many such formulas are used. We will now explore the
relationship of MERs restricted by prefix classes with each other and
with the classes defined earlier.

Theorem 10.1. Let E be a Π2

∧
−definable MER for T . Then E is

yclept.

From this and Theorem 6.2 we obtain:

Corollary 10.2. Let E be a Π2

∧
−definable MER for T . Then E is

actually a Π1

∧
−definable MER.
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Note that we cannot conclude E is an ydlept MER: see Section 7.
We now begin steps toward the proof of Theorem 10.1. We can

assume, using Proposition 6.7, that T is complete. We also assume, as
we may, that T admits QE. Let G be the associated groupoid. Recall
that G(M,M ′), the set of G-morphisms from M to M ′, is the set of
interpretations of the isomorphism symbol that make M,M ′, σ a model
of a certain (L,+, L′)-theory Th(G). Recall also Definition 5.4, the
theory T ×LG T of the maximal reduct.

Lemma 10.3. Assume G is Π2. Let (M,M ′, g) be an existentially
closed model of T ×LG T . Then g ∈ G(M,M ′).

Proof. By Lemma 5.5, (M,M ′, g) |= Th(G)∀. In general, for a theory T
with universal part T∀, a structure A |= T∀ iff A extends to a model of
T ; thus (M,M ′, g) extends to a model (N,N ′, g′) of G. Since (M,M ′, g)
is existentially closed, every Π2 sentence true in (N,N ′, g′) is true in
(M,M ′, g). But by assumption G is Π2 axiomatizable. So (M,M ′, g) ∈
G, i.e. g ∈ G(M,M ′). □

Lemma 10.4. Let (M,M ′, g) be a resplendent countable model of
T ×LG T . Then there exists M ′′ |= T and bijections h : M → M ′′,
j : M ′ → M ′′ such that (M,M ′′, h) and (M ′,M ′′, j) are existentially
closed models of T ×LG T , and jg = h.

Proof. Let M ′′ be a copy of M , i.e. a saturated model of the same
cardinality. We will construct h, j by an induction of length |M |. At a
given stage i we have small substructures A = Ai of M , A′ = A′

i of M ′

with g(A) = A′, and LG-embeddings hi : A → M ′′, ji : A
′ → M ′′ with

jig = hi. We will extend hi in some stages, and ji in other stages; then
we will immediately define ji (respectively hi) by the formula jig = hi.

At stages 0, 4, 8, . . . , ω, ω+4, . . ., we will aim to make h onto, i.e. we
find the least element of M ′′ not hit by a previous hi′ , and extend hi by
mapping to it an element of M realizing the appropriate LG-type over
A. Similarly, we can make j onto at stages 1, 5, 9, ω + 1, . . .. At stages
2, 6, . . . we seek to make (M,M ′′, h) existentially closed. We are handed
by bookkeeping two TAi

-types p(x), q(y) with the same restriction to
LG over Ai. Then we simply realize p by a from M , we realize q by
b from M ′′ and we extend hi by mapping a 7→ b. Likewise at stages
3, 7, . . . we ensure (M ′,M ′′, j) is existentially closed. □

We now complete the proof of Theorem 10.1. Fix (M,M ′, g) be
a saturated model of Th(G) and let h, j,M ′′ be as in the conclusion
of Lemma 10.4. By Lemma 10.3 we have h ∈ G(M,M ′′) and j ∈
G(M ′,M ′′), hence g ∈ G(M,M ′). Thus for any saturated (M,M ′, g)
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in the groupoid, LG satisfies g ∈ G(M,M ′). Hence the same holds
for arbitrary (M,M ′, g) in LG. So if σ is a LG-automorphism then
σ ∈ G(M,M ′). Thus we have shown that the groupoid corresponding
to the maximal CL reduct is the groupoid itself, and thus the groupoid
is yclept. This proves Theorem 10.1.

Remark 10.5. Theorem 10.1 is sharp, in the sense that a Σ2

definable MER need not by yclept; see §15.11.

Corollary 10.6. Consider a theory T in a language with a single sort
V , with unary predicates Pi and functions Fj only, such that T ⊢ “Fi
is bijective” for each i. Then every definable MER for T is yclept.

Let L be a language with a single sort V , a binary function symbol
+, predicates Pi ⊆ V ni and function symbols Pi : V mi → V . Let T be
a theory asserting that + is an abelian group operation, and that each
Pi is a subgroup (of some V n) and each Fj is a homomorphism (from
some V n into V ). Then every definable MER for T is yclept.

Proof. We prove the first part. The theory (L,+, L′) still satisfies the
same description. That is, it consists of unary predicates and invertible
unary functions. Hence it admits QE to the level of Boolean combi-
nations of existential formulas. In fact, as is easy to check, it admits
QE as soon as we name the inverse function of each invertible func-
tion in the language. In particular, this is the case for sentences, and
Theorem 10.1 applies. So any definable MER is yclept.

The second part is proven similarly, using QE for abelian structures,
to Boolean combinations of positive primitive formulas [Fis77]. □

11. Smoothness and ycleptness

We give a more robust characterization of yclept MERs. relating
it to the notion of smoothness on Borel equivalence relations. We
then provide two applications, one to definable equivalence relations
in the usual sense (Subsection 11.1) and the other to consequences of
cardinality restrictions on MERs (Section 12).

In this section we consider a consistent theory T in a countable lan-
guage with no finite models. We will only consider countable models,
indeed models with universe Ω = N. This suffices of course for deter-
mining a MER.

Fix a universe Ω and consider a definable MER E on Mod Ω(T ). By
Morley-izing T , noting that the set of models of T∀ on Ω is naturally a
Polish space. In the Morleyization, the axioms are ∀∃, thus the set of
models of T forms a Gδ subset, we can also view Mod Ω(T ) as a Polish
space. E induces a Borel equivalence relation on Mod Ω(T ). So one can
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ask if it is smooth in the sense of descriptive set theory, i.e. admits
complete invariants in a standard Borel space. Recall that E is smooth
if there exists a Borel map ϕ on ModΩ(T ) into a Polish space, such
that xEy iff ϕ(x) = ϕ(y). This depends only on the Borel structure of
Mod Ω(T ), not on the Polish space structure. See [DH23] for another
use of this notion in model theory.

Theorem 11.1. Let E be a
∧
−definable MER. Then E is yclept iff E

is smooth.

Proof. We will show that these are also equivalent to: G(M,M) is
closed in Sym(Ω), for any resplendent countable M .

Here we take the usual group topology on Sym(Ω); it is induced from
the product topology on (ΩΩ)2 via the map g 7→ (g, g−1). Ω itself is
taken to have the discrete topology. We note that for the functions in
the groupoid, this is the same as the pointwise convergence topology.
In general, a sequence of invertible functions may converge to a non-
invertible one. But if gn, g lie in the groupoid and if gn pointwise
converges to g, for each a, we must have gn(a) = g(a) for large n, since
the topology on Ω is by definition discrete. Then letting b = g−1(a) we
have gn(b) = g(b) = a for large n, so g−1

n (a) = b = g−1(a) for large n.
This equivalence allows us to apply the characterizations in Proposition
5.1 and its corollaries.

Assume E is yclept. We note that ycleptness implies that the
group G(Ω,Ω) is closed in Sym(Ω): this follows from Corollary
5.6. Thus E is smooth: the invariant function is just the “reduct”
function Mod Ω(T ) → Mod Ω(T

′). We leave to the reader the choice
of Borel codes for Mod (T ) and Mod (T ′) and the verification that the
restriction map is Borel.

Now we prove the direction from closed to yclept. Assume G(M,M)
is closed for all M , or just for G-resplendent M . Then E is yclept by
Corollary 5.6.

Finally, we prove the direction from smooth to closed. Assume E

is smooth. Let M be a homogeneous and lightly saturated model of
T , meaning that for any tuple a ∈ Mn there exist b ̸= b′ ∈ M with
tp(b/a) = tp(b′/a). Therefore dcl(a) ̸=M . We will show that G(M,M)
is closed in Sym(M).

The group H := G(M,M) is a Borel subgroup of Sym(Ω). In fact,
it is at a finite level on the Borel hierarchy, since E, or the associated
groupoid, is definable. Let H be the closure of H in Sym(Ω). Note
that H is a perfect Polish space: if H has an isolated point, then by
translating this point to the identity element 1 we see that 1 is isolated.
Thus there exists some tuple a ∈ Mn such that the only element h of
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H with h(a) = a is the identity. In particular this is true for Aut(M)
since Aut(M) ⊂ G(M,M) = H. But that contradicts the assumption
that M is homogeneous and lightly saturated.

If H is non-meager in H, then by [Pet50] H = HH−1 contains an
open neighborhood of the identity of H. Hence H is open. Since H is
a topological group, this implies that it is closed in H. Thus H must
equal H, and thus H is closed in Sym(Ω), and we are done in this case.

So consider the case where H is meager in H. Then by [BK96, Theo-
rems 3.4.3 and 3.4.5], the right coset equivalence relation of H, namely
Hx = Hy, is not smooth. However, note that for g ∈ Sym(Ω), we have
M ′EM ′′ then gM ′EgM ′′, since g is an isomorphism from the (L,+, L′)-
structure (M ′,M ′′) to (gM ′, gM ′′), and E is bipartite definable, and
thus invariant under isomorphisms of the (L,+, L′)-structures. Thus
for g1, g2 ∈ Sym(Ω), we see that g1, g2 are right H-conjugate iff g1 =
g2h for some h ∈ H iff g−1

2 g1 ∈ H iff g−1
2 g1MEM iff g1MEg2M iff

e(g1M) = e(g2M) where e is a Borel function giving a complete invari-
ant for E. This shows that the right H-coset equivalence relation is
smooth on Sym(Ω) and in particular on H, a contradiction. □

Remark 11.2. While smoothness is defined with respect to the class
of all models of T with universe Ω, the proof shows that smoothness
on the (Borel) subset of homogeneous models of T with universe Ω
implies smoothness in full; likewise when restricted only to copies of
the saturated model, if there is one, etc.

We now restate, in a slightly more general form, what we have learned
thus far about definable MERs.

Theorem 11.3. Let T be a theory in language L And E be a
definable MER for T . The following are equivalent:
• E can be defined by a Π2 sentence.
• E can be defined by a Π1 sentence.
• For any M |= T , AutE(M) is closed in Sym(M).
• E is yclept
• E is closed in the set of pairs of models of T agreeing on the coupled

sorts, for the topology where {M :M |= ϕ(⃗a))} is basic open.
• (equivalent for L countable) E is smooth as a Borel equivalence rela-

tion on models of T .

We now apply these characterizations to get a result classifying the
definable MERs for a given theory.

Definition 11.4. Say that a theory T is:
• ∀-ydlept if every definable MER is given by a DL reduct
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• ∀-yclept if every definable MER is given by a CL reduct

Corollary 10.6 shows that certain theories are ∀-yclept.

Corollary 11.5. If T is ∀-yclept, any reduct T0 is also ∀-yclept.
In fact, if a T0-equivalence relation is yclept when viewed as a
T -equivalence relation, then it is yclept as a T0-equivalence relation.

Proof. Let Mod rs(T0) be the set of recursively saturated models of T0
with universe Ω = N. Following a variation on Henkin’s construction,
any recursively saturated model M0 of T0 can be extended in a de-
terministic way to a model of T ; this is the theorem that recursively
saturated models are resplendent. This construction can be represented
within Th(N,M0, T ). Indeed it can even be represented in Peano arith-
metic with predicates forM0 and for T , induction axioms allowing these
predicates. Hence there is a Th(N,M0, T )-definable expansion of M0

to a model of T . This gives a Borel section s : Mod rs(T0) → Mod Ω(T ).
Any E0 on T0 also defines an equivalence relation E on Mod Ω(T ),
namely MEM ′ iff M0E0M

′
0 where M0,M

′
0 are the reducts to L0. If

E is smooth, there is a Borel function e with e(M) = e(M ′) iff MEM ′.
But then e ◦ s is a Borel invariant function for E0, and hence E0 seen
as an equivalence on Mod Ω(T0) is smooth too. □

Corollary 11.6. Let E be an yclept MER. Let E′ be a definable MER
refining E, such that each E-class splits into finitely many classes. Then
E′ is yclept.

Here is an ydlept version.

Proposition 11.7. If T is ∀-ydlept, any reduct T0 is also ∀-ydlept. If
a T0-equivalence relation E0 is ydlept when viewed as a T -equivalence
relation, then it is ydlept; and likewise for yclept.

Proof. For simplicity, assume E0 lifted to T is ydlept via the reduct to
one relation R. Then for any expansion of M0 and of N0 to T , if the
axioms defining E hold of M0 + N0, we must have R(M0) = R(N0).
Thus, applying this with M0 = N0 say, there is a unique expansion of
M0 to L0 + {R}. By Beth’s theorem, R is explicitly definable in T , by
some formula ϕ. We have ME0N iff ϕ(M) = ϕ(N). □

Corollary 11.8. The theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely
many classes, all of size n, is ∀-ydlept.

Proof. It is a reduct of the theory of Z/nZ-actions, which is unary and
hence ∀-yclept by Corollary 10.6. By Proposition 11.7, or by Corol-
lary 11.5 along with smallness, it is ydlept. □
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11.1. Smoothness of definable equivalence relations on prod-
ucts. Mostowski and Feferman-Vaught studied the theories of infinite
products of structures. We apply the smoothness characterization to
obtain results on definable equivalence relations within a model of such
a theory: that is, the usual notion of “definable equivalence relation”.

Let I be an index set, and Mi L-structures. Let M =
∏

i∈IMi. We
will view

∏
i∈IMi with the language described in [DH23], 2.1. Namely

there is an additional sort for the Boolean algebra P (I), and for each
formula ϕ of L in n variables, a function symbol [ϕ] in the same n
variables, taking values in B. The intended interpretation is [ϕ](a) =
{i :Mi |= ϕ(a(i))} ∈ B.

When the Mi and M are countable,
∏

i∈IMi has a natural separable
Polish space structure, and in particular a Borel structure.

Theorem 11.9. Let I be a countable index set, and Mi countable L-
structures. Let M =

∏
i∈IMi. Then any definable equivalence relation

on Mn is smooth.

The rest of this subsection will provide the proof of theorem, which
will make use of the smoothness characterization for MERs.

Proof. Along with the product we will consider a dual structure, M∗ :=∐
i∈IMi. As a set it is the I-indexed disjoint sum; each basic relation

R is interpreted as
∐
R(Mi); and we add another sort I and a map

ϖ : M∗ → I whose fibers are the Mi. The theory T∗ describes this
structure, asserting that there are no relations across different ϖ-fibers,
and that each ϖ-fiber is a model of T . Let T∗[n] be the expansion by
symbols for n functions s from I to M∗. The theory will express that
ϖ ◦ s(i) = i for all I, and similarly for any element of the product
M =

∏
i∈IMi.

Note that any function from I to M∗ is entirely determined by the
image s(I) ⊂M∗. So we can treat s as a unary predicate.

Claim 11.10. Under the correspondence defined immediately above,
any definable subset ofMn maps to an elementary subset of the space of
expansions (M∗, u1, . . . , un) ofM∗. More precisely it is the set of models
expanding M∗ of T∗[n] along with a certain Boolean combination of
universal and existential sentences.

Proof. By the FV quantifier-elimination (as described e.g. in Section
2.1 of [DH23]), a formula of

∏
i∈IMi takes the form P ([ϕ1], ..., [ϕn]),

where [ϕ] is the Boolean truth value of ϕ, a subset of I, and P is
some formula of atomic Boolean algebras. Keeping in mind quantifier
elimination in Boolean Algebras, we can assume that this is a Boolean
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combination of assertions that some [ψ] contains at most m atoms, or
at least m atoms. And this can be expressed by the universal sentence:

(∀t0 ∈ I) . . . (∀tm ∈ I)
∨
i≤m

ψ(u1(ti), . . . , un(ti))

and the obvious existential sentence for the “at least” case. Of course
if we treat ui as a unary predicate on M∗ rather than a function, we
can either universally or existentially introduce variables zi,j for uj(ti),
with uj(zi,j) and ϖ(zi,j) = ti, so it does not change the quantifier
complexity. □

Now assume E(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yn) is a definable equivalence rela-
tion on Mn. By the claim, E induces a definable MER E on models of
T∗[n], refining the ydlept equivalence relation associated to the reduct
T∗ of T∗[n]. And furthermore E is defined by a Boolean combination of
universal (and existential) sentences, in particular Π2. Hence by The-
orem 11.3 E is yclept. By the smoothness characterization – the easier
direction of Theorem 11.3 – it defines a smooth equivalence relation E′

on the space of expansions of M∗ to T∗[n]. But we have a bi-continuous
identification of this space of expansions with Mn, identifying E and
E′. Thus E is smooth on Mn. □

12. MERs with small classes and few classes

Let T be a theory in a countable language. We say that a MER
E on T has small classes if for any countable set Ω, no equivalence
class of E on Mod Ω(T ) has size 2ℵ0 . A full characterization of this
class of MERs would be very interesting. Here we apply the results
on smoothness to show that it is essentially a subclass of the 2-ydlept
class, fully determine it within the 1-ydlepts, and give some intriguing
examples of non-yclept MERs with few classes.

Lemma 12.1. Let T be a complete theory, and let E be a
definable MER with small classes. Then T essentially has a finite
language, i.e. for some finite L1 ⊂ L, every relation is T -equivalent to
an L1-formula.

Proof. Take L0 a large enough finite sublanguage of L mentioning any
symbol used, either primed or unprimed, in (L,=, L′) to define E. Then
the E-class of M is determined by M ↾ L0. Let T0 = T ↾ L0. Then
for any model M0 of T0, all expansions of M0 to a model of T are
E-quivalent. Suppose T does not have an essentially finite language,
i.e. no such L1 exists. Then there are T -definable elements c1, c2, . . .
such that no cn is definable in L0(c1, . . . , cn−1). Now it is easy to
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build a tree cη : η ∈ 2<ω such that for each η tpM0(c1, . . . , cn) =
tpM0(cη↾0, cη↾1, . . . , cη↾n) and for any η, cη 0 ̸= cη 1. Any branch gives a
different expansion of M0 to a model M , a contradiction. □

Proposition 12.2. Let T be a theory in a finite language L. Let E be
a definable MER on Mod Ω(T ) with small classes. Then E is 2-ydlept.

Note that we do not assume completeness here. If T is complete, the
finite language assumption is not necessary, by Lemma 12.1.

Proof. We may take the language to consist of a single relation symbol
R. Then in any countable model M = (Ω, R) of T , there are only
countably many solutions R′ to RER′. By the Chang-Makkai theorem
[Cha64, Mak64], applied to the (L,+, L′) sentence defining E, it follows
that there is a formula ϕ(x⃗, y⃗) over R such that in any pair MEM ′

with the same domain, there is p⃗ in the common domain such that
R′ = {x⃗ | ϕ(x⃗, p⃗)}. Conversely we may assume that for any parameter
p⃗, {x : ϕ(x, p⃗)}ER. This is because we can modify ϕ, setting it equal
to R(x) whenever the above fails.

The formula ϕ thus witnesses that the relation is a 2-ydlept. □

Here is the result in the ydlept case. The intuition is that a MER
with small classes must preserve much of the structure.

Definition 12.3. Let L0 ⊂ L be languages and let T be an L theory.
Let T0 be the restriction of T to L0. We say that L0 is a reduct by
constants of T if T is equivalent to an expansion by constants of T eq0 .
In other words there exist sorts Si of T eq0 and T - 0-definable elements
ci of Si, such that T is obtained from T0 by adjoining the ci; i.e. for
every relation R of T there exists a formula ϕ(x, u) of T0 with T |=
R(x) ⇐⇒ ϕ(x, c), with c a tuple of these ci.

We say L0 is a reduct by a constant of T if this is true with a single
sort S and c ∈ S.

Proposition 12.4. Let T be a theory, and let E be an ydlept equiva-
lence relation with small classes. Let LE consist of predicates for the
first-order definable sets of L that are invariant by the groupoid of E,
and let TE = T ↾ LE. Then LE is a reduct by a constant of T .

Proof. By Lemma 12.1, we may assume that L is generated by a sin-
gle relation R. Since any countable model M0 of T G expands in only
countably many ways to a model M = (M0, R

M) of T , by [Mak64],
RM is M0-definable with parameters. By passing to an imaginary sort
of T eqE , we may take R to be defined by ϕ(x, b), where b is a canoni-
cal parameter for ϕ, and ϕ belongs to LG, as defined in Definition 5.2.
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Then b is a T E-definable constant, and adding b to LE gives us all of L
back. □

The same statement and proof hold in the yclept case, given that
[Mak64] extends to CL theories. Based on Proposition 12.4 one can
also describe the incomplete case; we leave the precise formulation to
the reader.

We now give some examples of model equivalences with small classes.
We will show that we cannot strengthen Proposition 12.2 to conclude
that such an equivalence relation is ydlept, or even yclept: see Example
12.5 and 12.6.

Recall from Proposition 12.2 that a definable MER with small classes
is 2-ydlept, for a finite language, or a complete theory. We give two
examples of definable MERs over a theory in a finite language that have
small classes, but which are not yclept. The first involves an incomplete
theory, but in view of Remark 6.7, there is a completion in which it is
still non-yclept.

Example 12.5. Let T0 be an extension of ZFC, or of a fragment of ZFC
large enough to make sense of forcing, in L0 = {ϵ}. Let L = L0 ∪ {Q}
with Q a unary predicate. For M |= T , let M0 be the reduct to L0.
We will consider only countable models here. Let P be the Cohen
forcing poset, say with universe ω in M0.2 Let T be the expansion
of T0 asserting that Q is Cohen generic: every dense subset of the
Cohen forcing notion P (represented by an element of M0) meets Q
nontrivially.

Define MEM ′ iff M0 =M ′
0, Q′ ∈M0[Q] and Q ∈M0[Q

′].
Then E is a definable MER. We use that Q′ ∈M0[Q] exactly when:

(M0, Q,Q
′) |= (∃τ ∈ NsetP )(∀p′ ∈ P )(p′ ∈ Q′ ⇐⇒ (∃p ∈ Q)p ⊩ p̂′ ∈ τ)

Here τ ranges over the set NsetP of P -names for subsets of P , p, p′

over elements of P , and p̂′ denotes the canonical name for p′. We used
the definability in M0 of the forcing relation ⊩.

Clearly E has countable classes; given M0, Q, there are only count-
ably many names τ and so countably many equivalent Q′.

Let us show that it is not ydlept. Suppose R ⊂ Mn
0 is a definable

relation, with the same interpretation in any expansion (M0, Q
′) of M0

equivalent to (M0, Q). We will show that R is 0-definable in M0. We
can take n = 1 here. We have R = {x : ϕ(x,Q)}. If a ∈ R, then
⊩ ϕ(a,Q); otherwise a finite modification Q′ of Q will have ¬ϕ(a,Q′),

2We choose Cohen forcing for definiteness
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so a /∈ R(M0[Q
′]), contradicting the assumption on R. Similarly if

a /∈ R then this is forced by the empty condition. It follows that R is
0-definable in M0, as {x : ⊩ x ∈ R′}. Compare [AH78, parenthetical
example in first paragraph of §6].

One can use a similar proof to show that this model equivalence
relation is not yclept. Alternatively, one can reference Corollary 8.2 to
note that if it were yclept, it would be ydlept, contradicting the above.

Example 12.6. Let T0 = Th(B, J), where B is the Boolean algebra
of finite or cofinite subsets of N, and J is the ideal of finite subsets of
N. Note that N corresponds bijectively to the definable set of atoms
of B, with the bijection mapping each number to the corresponding
singleton. Let Q be the set of atoms corresponding to even numbers,
and let T = Th(B, J,Q). Note that T is bi-interpretable with the
product of two disjoint copies of T0, one referring to the finite or cofinite
sets of even numbers, the other to finite or cofinite sets of odd numbers;
these theories admit quantifier elimination in a natural language 3.

Let E be the equivalence relation: MEM ′ iff B(M) =
B(M ′), J(M) = J(M ′), and Q∆Q′ ∈ J . Again E has small classes but
is not yclept. Details are left to the reader.

Note that by Proposition 12.2, the example must be 2-ydlept. The
equivalence relation corresponds to preserving B, preserving J and
preserving the definable family of sets Q∆j for j ∈ J .

For stable theories, 2-ydlepts are ydlept. We may ask:

Question 12.7. If T is a simple theory, is every model equivalence
with small classes yclept?

Remark 12.8. Recall that Proposition 12.4 states that ydlepts with
small classes must arise as a reduct via constants. We note what hap-
pens in the case of a group. Assume T is an extension of the theory
of groups. In this case it is possible to remove the constant 1 denoting
the identity of the group to obtain a theory T0, recover T as T0(1) by
adding 1, and be sure that T ̸= T0. This can be extended to expan-
sions of the theory of groups under various assumptions (originally of
stability), and is often very useful in the theory of definable groups and
group actions.

Other examples of reducts by constants arise among Cameron’s five
reducts of DLO, and Thomas’s reducts of the random graph. Reducts

3The theory of atomic Boolean algebras with distinguished maximal ideals con-
taining all atoms was determined, perhaps in a slightly different guise, by Skolem
[Sko30] see [Mos52]
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by constants also play an important role in the study of quasi-finite
theories.

A general criterion for when a theory T admits a nontrivial reduct
by constants would be very interesting; no such criterion is known to
us.

Question 12.9. Let T be a complete theory. Let E be a definable MER
on Mod Ω(T ) with small classes. Does there exist a TE- definable group
G, a definable set X, and an action of G on P (X), such that the
expansions of M0 |= TE to M |= T are equi-definable with subsets of
X, and E is the orbit equivalence relation?

In this problem, the action of G on P (X) should be definable in
(L,+, L′), but G itself is definable in L. A stronger version would ask
G to act on X, with the action on P (X) being the naturally induced
one. A weaker version, allowing a more sophisticated form of action of
G on P (X), would still be very interesting.

We note that in both examples above, there is a definable group
structure: at least if a sufficiently large fragment of ZF is chosen in
the set-theoretic one. In Example 12.6, G is the maximal ideal of the
“finite” sets in the Boolean algebra, under the symmetric difference op-
eration. In Example 12.5, G is the automorphism group of the complete
Boolean algebra associated with the forcing notion, as interpreted in
M0. Namely it is known that two generic filters on a forcing notion
P that yield the same forcing extension are conjugate, perhaps not by
Aut(P ), but by Aut(B). See Vopenka’s theorem 59 in [Jec03]; or The-
orem 3.5.1 in [Gri75]. If there exists a fragment of ZF that allows the
basic theorems of forcing, but not Vopenka’s theorem, it may yield a
counterexample to the strong version of our question.

We conclude the section with a complete description of the dual case,
MERs with few classes.

Lemma 12.10. Let E be a
∧

-definable equivalence relation on
Mod Ω(T ), with countably many classes. Then E is the reduct to a
sublanguage L0 consisting of finitely many finite relations.

Proof. Since a countable set is Borel, E admits a Borel section and
hence is smooth. By Theorem 11.1 it is yclept so is determined as the
reduct to a sublanguage L0, possibly of continuous logic. Let M |= T
and let M0 = M ↾ L0. Then for a permutation σ of Ω, σ(M)EM
iff σ(M0) = M0. Hence there are only countably many models on Ω
isomorphic to M0. By the Chang-Makkai theorem [Cha64, Mak64],
each relation R of M0 is definable with parameters over the pure set
Ω. Now the theory of pure equality admits elimination of imaginaries
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to the level of finite structures. Thus the canonical parameter for R
can be taken to be a finite set UR, and a finite set SR of tuples of
elements of UR. It is also easy to see that

⋃
R UR must be a finite set

U : otherwise it could not have countably many conjugates. Thus L0 is
generated by naming an m-element set U , and possibly a subset of the
set of m-tuples of U . □

An alternative proof uses the small index property for the symmetric
group. We see that G(M,M) has countable index in Sym(M): if si ∈
Sym(M) are in distinct cosets of G(M,M), then the models s−1

i (M)
are pairwise inequivalent. Hence by the small index property, for some
tuple m⃗ of M , G(M,M) contains every element of Sym(M) fixing m⃗,
and the result follows.

13. Towards a basis for nontrivial MERs

We have given many examples of nontrivial MERs, but presented
no general theory of how such a MER functions. Most if not all of
the nontrivial MERs we have exhibited include two nontrivial classes
F1,F2 of definable sets F, F ′ of T , such that equivalence ofM,N implies
that each element of F(M) is contained in some element of F2(N).
Nontrivial here means that they are not definable in pure equality.

Here we prove, under mild technical conditions, that a weakening
of this must occur in every nontrivial MER: some element of F1 is
contained in some element of F2. See Corollary 13.4. In case T has a
single sort V and acl is trivial on V , and T eliminates ∃∞, we actually
get F1 to be a family of definable subsets of V : see Remark 13.3.

Proposition 13.1. Let T be a theory with QE and with elimination of
∃∞. Let T + T denote the (L,=, L′) theory that consists of T on the
unprimed copy and a copy of T on the primed signature. Then:

(1) T + T admits a model companion 2̃T . Moreover, we have ⋄:

If (M1,M2, f) |= T + T , Ai = aclT (Ai) ⊂ Mi for i = 1, 2, and
f(A1) = A2 then the quantifier-free diagram of A1∪A2 in (L,=, L′)
is complete. Here A1 is in the unprimed signature, A2 in the primed
signature.

(2) Let E be a
∧

−definable MER on models of T , and G the corre-
sponding groupoid. Then E is trivial (all models are equivalent) iff
Th(E) ⊆ 2̃T .

Remark 13.2. The actual condition we will need in the proof of
Lemma 13.1 is this:
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(*) given B ⊂ M |= T and elements a1, . . . , an ∈ M \ acl(B), and
a formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, b) ∈ tp(a1, . . . , an/B), with b a tuple from B,
there exists θ ∈ tp(b) such that for anyM ′ |= T and b′ ∈ θ(M ′), we have
(∗b′): for any B′ ⊂ M ′ with b′ from B′, there exist a′1, . . . , a′n in some
elementary extension ofM ′ with a′i /∈ acl(B′) and ϕ(a′1, . . . , a′n, b′). Note
that (∗b′) is equivalent to: there are infinitely many pairwise disjoint
solutions to ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, b′).

However (*) follows from elimination of (∃∞). This can be seen by
induction on n. For n = 1 (*) is just the elimination of (∃∞). For n > 1,
consider first the case where some ai is algebraic over another, say a1 ∈
acl(an, B). Then we may assume ϕ enforces this. By induction, given
b′, B′, find non-algebraic a′1, . . . , a′n−1 that witness (∃xn)ϕ, and choose
any an such that ϕ(a′1, . . . , a′n, b′). Then a′n /∈ acl(B) since otherwise we
would have a1 ∈ acl(B), contradicting the assumption.

Thus we assume no ai is algebraic over another aj and B. In this
case, working over B(a1), we find θ′(y, x1) ∈ tp(a2, . . . , an−1/Ba1) with
the property above. Let θ(y) = (∃∞x1)θ

′(y, x1). If θ(b′) holds, we
may find a′1 /∈ acl(B′) with θ(b′, a′1). Then by the property of θ we
may find a′2, . . . , a

′
n /∈ acl(B, a′1), and in particular /∈ acl(B), with

ϕ(a′1, . . . , a
′
n, b

′).

Proof. We prove the first item. Following on Remark 13.2, let the
axioms A(ϕ1, θ1, ϕ2, θ2) for each pairs (ϕ1, θ1) and (ϕ2, θ2) assert:

whenever bi ∈ θi(Mi), there exist a1, . . . , an with ϕ1(a1, . . . , an, b1)
and ϕ2(fa1, . . . , fan, b2).

The axioms of 2̃T include T + T along with the axioms
A(ϕ1, θ1, ϕ2, θ2), for each pairs (ϕ1, θ1) and (ϕ2, θ2). It is easy to check
that any existentially closed model of T + T is a model of 2̃T . The
verification of the strong model completeness asserted is a routine back-
and-forth over algebraically closed (A1, A2, f, f

−1) ≤ (M1,M2, f, f
−1)

as in ⋄.
We now prove the second part. Let (N1, N2, g) be a countable model

of T +T , G-resplendent so that the condition (*) of Remark 13.2 holds
for M ′ = Ni without going to an elementary extension. Construct
M and fi : Ni → M for i = 1, 2 such that (M,Ni) |= 2̃T . Then
N1EMEN2. □

Remark 13.3. A step of the above back-and-forth goes from A1 to
aclT (A1(a)) for a single element a. Hence 2̃T is already axiomatized
by the axioms A(ϕ1, θ1, ϕ2, θ2) when one of ϕ1, ϕ2 implies that each ai
is algebraic over each aj.
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Corollary 13.4. Assume T eliminates (∃∞), and acl(0) = 0 in the
given sorts. Let E be a

∧
−definable MER on models of T , that has

more than one class. Then there is a definable family F1 of infinite
definable subsets of the set of distinct n-tuples, and another definable
family of co-infinite definable sets F2 of distinct n-tuples, such that
M1EM2 implies that some element of F1(M1) is contained in some
element of F2(M2).

Proof. Since acl(0) = 0, 2̃T is complete. If it implies E, then E is trivial.
Otherwise, it is inconsistent with E, so that E implies the negation of
some axiom A(ϕ1, θ1, ϕ2, θ2). Let F1 be the family of all definable sets
ϕ1(x, b) as b ranges over θ1; and let F2 be the family of all definable
sets ¬ϕ2(x, b

′) as b′ ranges over θ2.
□

We discuss possible extensions, variations, and applications of this
result.

• A similar statement holds for definable partial orders on models.
• The conclusion of Corollary 13.4 does not in itself look transitive

or symmetric. The most obvious transitive condition that implies it
would be: (*) F1 = F2, and M1EM2 implies that every element of
F1(M1) is contained in some element of F2(M2), and vice versa.

It seems possible that a better approximation to (*) can be ob-
tained by repeating the above idea with two, rather than one, inter-
mediate models between M and N .

• For a general MER, there is no reason to expect F1 = F2 in (*);
witness the stable yclept example in an infinite language, with a
family of equivalence relations. But one can ask: (**): Does (*) hold
with F1 = F2 = F, if E is a definable MER?

If so this would give a basis for nontrivial model partial orderings,
or model equivalence relations.

Assuming (**), we obtain a map from F(M) to F(N) and another
in the opposite direction. Composing, we obtain a map from F(M) to
itself, non-decreasing in the sense of inclusion. The set of elements
that map to themselves forms a family of definable set that is E-
invariant (a 2-ydlept situation.) If this family is empty, every element
of F is a proper subset of some other element of F; implying that T
has the strict order property.

Thus under (**) and NSOP, the 2-ydlept definable MERs form a
basis for the nontrivial definable MERs.

This gives some motivation towards Question 16.2.
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14. NSOP and ∀-ydleptness

Recall that we have made no general claims about which theories are
∀-yclept, although we provided an example in Corollaries 10.6 and 11.8.
We know of no model-theoretic necessary and sufficient conditions. We
give some partial results here. Recall that a theory has NSOP if there
is no formula ϕ(x⃗, x⃗′) that defines a partial order with infinite chains.

Proposition 14.1. Let T be ∀-yclept, and let ≤ be a definable partial
order on the sort X. Then every nonempty definable subset has a
maximal element.

If every
∧

−definable MER on X is yclept, then no definable partial
order on X has an infinite strictly increasing chain. Hence if every∧

−definable MER on any finite product of sorts of T is yclept, then T
has NSOP.

Proof. We start with the first part. We consider a definable partial
ordering ≤ of a nonempty definable subset of the sort X. For simplicity
we assume the order is on all ofX. For a ∈ Ω, let a+ := {b ∈ Ω : a ≤ b}.
Let Xmax be the set of maximal elements of X, i.e.

{x ∈ X : (∀y ∈ X)(x ≤ y → x ≥ y)}
Claim 14.2. Xmax ̸= ∅.
Proof. Suppose Xmax = ∅; we will define a non-yclept MER over T .
Consider two models M,N of T with the same universe Ω. Let

C(M,N) =

{a ∈ Ω : (∀x, y)(a ≤M x, y
∨

a ≤N x, y) → y ≤M x ⇐⇒ y ≤N x}

So C(M,N) is closed upwards for both both ≤M and ≤N , and they
agree on C(M,N). Define MEN iff C(M,N) is cofinal in both M and
N . We can easily verify that this is an equivalence relation. We use
that C(M,N) ∩ C(N,N ′) ⊂ C(M,N ′). If a ∈ M , then there exists
a′ ∈ C(M,N) with a ≤M a′, and a′′ ∈ C(N,N ′) with a′ ≤N a′′. So
a′′ ∈ C(M,N) too, and with a′ ≤M a′′, etc. We will show that GM,M
is dense in Sym(Ω). It suffices to show that any permutation σF of a
finite set F ⊂ Ω extends to an element of G(M,M). For each a ∈ Ω,
choose β(a) ≥ a such that no element of F is ≥ β(a). This is easy to do
using the condition Xmax = ∅. Let C∗ = ∪a∈Ωβ(a)+. Then C∗∩F = ∅.
Extend σF to a permutation g of Ω fixing C∗. Let N =g M , i.e.
g : M → N is an isomorphism. Then C(M,N) ⊇ C∗, and MEN ,
i.e. g ∈ G(M,N). Thus we have proved density. By Theorem 11.3
G(M,M), being closed and dense, contains every permutation. Thus
the equivalence relation has either one class or just singleton classes.
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In both of these, any definable set has a maximal element, namely any
element, contradicting the assumption. Thus E is not yclept. □

This proves the first item. For later use, note that since T is ∀-yclept,
the claim above is valid not only for (X,≤) but also for the induced
partial ordering on X ′, X ′′, . . . as long as they are nonempty.

The proof of the second item is very similar. We prove the contra-
positive. Thus assume ≤ is a definable partial ordering of X with an
infinite chain. It follows that for some complete type P , ≤ has no max-
imal element on P . P is the intersection of definable sets Dk. Define
C(M,N) by exactly the same formula as in the proof above. But now
define MEN if DM

i = DN
i for each i, and C(M,N) is cofinal in both

Di(M) and Di(N). So E is
∧

-definable. If E holds then PM = PN ,
and P ∩ C(M,N) is cofinal in DM

k and in DN
k for every k. Hence, if

M,N are slightly saturated, P ∩ C(M,N) is confinal in P (M) and in
P (N). The proof that E is a MER is the same as in the previous item.
Let M be a countable resplendent model of T . G = G(M,M) acts on
P , and the same proof as in the first item shows that G induces a dense
subgroup of Sym(P ). If E were yclept, then G would be closed and so
would induce Sym(P ). But clearly it is possible to construct a permu-
tation of P that does not extend to any element of G, since it is not
order-preserving on any final segment of P . Thus E is not yclept. □

Remark 14.3. If there is a unique 1-type on X, then the MER con-
structed in the proof above is actually definable, not just ∧-definable. If
T is ℵ0-categorical and has a definable partial order on X with infinite
chains, we have exhibited a non-yclept definable MER on it.

We remark on a higher-dimensional generalization, with the same
proof, mutatis mutandis. Assume ≤ is given on Xk. By a hyperplane
of Xn we just mean a subset defined by xi = a, where xi is one of the
coordinates. We call a definable set Y meager if for any a, for some
b ≥ a, b+ ∩ Y = ∅. Then Proposition 14.1 generalizes to: Let ≤ be a
definable partial ordering on Xn, such that any hyperplane is meager.
Then T admits a non-yclept MER.

We believe that the proof of Proposition 14.1 can be extended to
show that if every

∧
−definable MER of T is k-ydlept for some k, then

T has NSOP.

15. Examples

In this section we give a number of examples. In each case, we
discuss the equivalence relation and the corresponding groupoid. The
examples point to the different ways to approach MERs: for example,
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through giving the equivalence relation, through giving the groupoid,
or for showing a complete set of invariants.

15.1. First-order reducts. Let L0 be a reduct of L. Clearly, the
invariants are the L0 reduct, and the

∧
−definable MER is having the

same L0 reduct. If L0 is finite, this is a definable MER. The correspond-
ing groupoid is the T -groupoid whose morphisms are L0-isomorphisms.

15.2. Definable topologies. Let τ be definable family of definable
sets, forming a basis for a topology in T [FZ80]. The invariants are
the set of open sets, and the groupoid is the set of homeomorphisms.
For DLO, with the usual definable topology, the maximal CL reduct
is trivial.

For the specific model R, any automorphism preserving the topology
preserves also the “betweenness” relation of triples. But for Q, the
homeomorphism group is dense. For instance interchanging (−2π,−π)
with (π, 2π) while fixing the rest is a homeomorphism. Thus it is not
the case that any automorphism of any model fixing τ also fixes the
betweenness relation.

It follows easily that the maximal CL reduct is trivial. Further, no
definable family of definable sets is invariant, unless it is definable from
pure equality. Hence the MER is not n-ydlept for any n.

Note that Proposition 5.1 implies n-transitivity of homeomorphisms
on saturated models, for each n; but not for an arbitrary model, witness
R, where orientation is preserved.

15.3. Uniform continuity. Let T = Th((Q,+, <)). Consider the
category of uniformly continuous maps:

(∀u > 0)(∃v > 0)(∀x)(∀x′)(|x− x′| < v → (f(x)− f(x′)| < u)

For maps from M to N , v, x, x′ range over M but u ∈ N .
Let G be the groupoid of invertible morphisms in this category. The

same can be done on a definable set X; take X to be the plane (the
set of pairs). Then even looking at just the single model R, it is clear
that the maximal CL reduct is trivial.

It is clear that no definable family of definable subsets of the plane
Π = R2 can be preserved by all uniformly continuous maps, unless it is
definable in pure equality on Π. In particular it consists of finite and
co-finite sets. For if X ⊂ Π is neither finite nor co-finite, it will have a
1-dimensional boundary which is a finite Boolean combination of lines
and points, but with at least one line or interval among them. Then a
uniformly continuous map can be found that moves the interval to an
arc of circle say, or in any case something nonlinear. This shows that
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the equivalence relation induced by uniformly continuous maps on Π
is not n-“unary ydlept” for any n, i.e. where only definable families of
subsets of Π itself are allowed.

It should not be difficult (though possibly a little tedious) to extend
this and show that no definable family of definable subsets of Πn is
preserved, unless it is definable in pure equality alone. Given this, it
follows that the equivalence relation induced by uniformly continuous
maps on Π is not n-ydlept for any n.

15.4. Higher-order internal set theory. We give an example of an
n-ydlept equivalence relation over a sort P , that is not (n− 1)-ydlept
over sort P . Tn has sorts P, P1, . . . , Pn with certain graph structures
on them; the equivalence relation En looks only at P and a certain
n-subset of P , associated with the graph structures. In particular, two
models with the same P and same n-set on P will be En-equivalent.

We construct T = Tn. The language will have a “main” ’ sort P = P0

and additional sorts Pi for 0 < i < 1+n. There will be binary relations
Γi ⊂ Pi × Pi+1 for each 0 ≤ i < n. The axioms state that:
• (P0, P1,Γ0) and (Pn−1, Pn,Γn−1) are random bipartite graphs;
• for 0 < i < n: for any disjoint finite A,A′ ⊂ Pi−1 and B,B′ ⊂ Pi+1,

there exists an element c ∈ Pi such that for all a ∈ A, a′ ∈ A′, b ∈
B, b′ ∈ B′ we have (a, c) ∈ Γi, (c, b) ∈ Γi+1, (a

′, c) /∈ Γi, (c, b
′) /∈ Γi+1.

It is easy to check that Tn is complete, ℵ0-categorical with QE.
A 1-block on P is a subset of the form Γ(b) = {a ∈ P : (a, b) ∈ Γ},

where b ∈ P1. Similarly we define 2-blocks as sets of blocs represented
by elements of P2, etc. Let Gn be the definable groupoid given by
the groupoid of bijections P → P respecting the families of i-blocks
for each i ≤ n. Thus the associated definable MER En makes M,N
equivalent if the m-sets described above are equal for M and for N , for
all m ≤ n.

By definition, En is (n+ 1)-ydlept, indeed an (n+ 1)-set reduct. As
with any (n + 1) set over sort P0, we can consider it as a MER with
only one coupled sort, P0, and the other sorts decoupled. Thus, in
considering the class of models that can be considered equivalent, we
do not restrict the universes of the sorts P1 . . . Pn.

We conjecture that the En cannot be expressed as an n-set MER. Or
equivalently, by Lemma 4.7, that it separates (n+1)-ydlept MERs from
n-ydlept MERs. Below we present only a partial result, showing that
it separates (n+ 1)-ydlepts over the given P0 from n-ydlepts with the
same P0. Equivalently, the argument below will give an (n+ 1)-ydlept
MER over coupled sort P0 that is not an n-ydlept over coupled sort P0.
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Lemma 15.1. Let T be a countable theory, E an (n + 1)-set MER on
T over coupled sort S0. Let M |= T with |S0| countable. Then there
exists M ′ ≺M , |M ′| ≤ ℶn, such that MEM ′.

Proof. The equivalence relation E requires having the same n-set for
a certain (n + 1)-ary relation R. By Löwenheim-Skolem, there exists
M ′ ≺M with the same n-set as M , and |M ′| ≤ ℶn. □

Corollary 15.2. The MER En defined cannot be induced by an n-set
over coupled sort P0.

Proof. Let M |= Tn with |Pi(M)| = ℶi. If En were n-ydlept, by
Lemma 15.1 there would be M ′ ≺ M , |M ′| ≤ ℶn−1 with MEM ′. But
this implies that M,M ′ have the same family of n-blocks, so |M ′| ≥ ℶn,
a contradiction. □

Remark 15.3. We give some additional observations on this family of
examples:
(1) T1 is the theory of random bipartite graphs. Any Tn is inter-

pretable in T2. Namely if M = (P0, P1, P2; Γ0,Γ1) |= T2, define
P3 := P1, P4 := P0, P5 = P1 . . .. So Pi = P1 for i odd, P4j = P0,
and P4j+2 = P2. This is a model of T∞ =

⋃
Tn since the axioms

concern only consecutive triples of Pi’s, and are verified in T2.
(2) Similarly, the random graph with two edge colors — i.e. the model

completion of the theory of two disjoint binary relations (P,E1, E2)
— interprets each Tn. Let Pk = P for each k, and let the edge
relation between Pk and Pk+1 be E1 if k is even, E2 if k is odd.

The random graph with two constants interprets the random
four-partite graph, and thus interprets each Tn.

Can we combine the higher-ydlept MERs En on each Tn exhibited
above to find a definable MER on the random graph that is not n-
ydlept for any n?

(3) Simon Thomas’ conjecture [Tho91], that there are only finitely
many reducts of certain theories T , would imply that there are
only finitely many ydlept MERs on such theories. Thomas proved
it for the random graph, and Lu [Lu13] extended this to the bipar-
tite random graph T1. We are not sure if reducts of T2 have been
looked at; in any case the example shows that T2 has an infinite
chain of non-ydlept MERs.

15.5. A quasi-finite topology. We give an example similar to the
previous Example 15.4 for n = 2. But, like the example in Subsection
15.2, it can be formulated topologically. Let T be the theory of a vector
space over Fp with nondegenerate symplectic form.
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Let V be a saturated model. For example, the unique countable
model. We have a topology on V generated by the subgroups of finite
index Va, where Va = {v ∈ V : (a, v) = 0}. Any open subgroup of index
p can be shown to have the form Va for some a. Let G be the group
of homeomorphic vector space automorphisms. This contains Aut(V )
and is definable, since any Va must go to some Vb. By definition, this
is the 2-ydlept equivalence relation generated by the definable family
Va : a ∈M , along with the definable set +.

The first order structure preserved is just + which does not explain
G. So it is not yclept. Note that this example is quasi-finite, and thus
quasi-finite theories can have definable MERs that are not yclept. Here
the topology does not have a definable basis, but the homeomorphism
groupoid turns out to be definable anyway.

15.6. Definable differential geometry. Let T be the theory with 2
sorts. One sort R supports a real closed field structure, and the other
sort X being some fixed definable subset of n-space over a real closed
field, with the induced structure: for example, the 2-sphere as a subset
of 3-space.

Consider first the case that X is just the segment (0, 1) in 1-space.
Let G(Ψ) be the groupoid of bijections f that are isomorphisms on the
R sort, and – identifying the two fields via the isomorphism – acting
by k-times differentiable diffeomorphisms on the X-sort. Consider, for
example, n = k = 1,

(∀x ∈ X)(∃c ∈ R)(∀ϵ ∈ R′)(∃δ ∈ R)(∀y ∈ X)

(|x− y| < δ) =⇒ (|f(y)− f(x)− c · (y − x)| < ϵ · |y − x|)

There are many rich variations here, e.g. asking to preserve Rie-
mannian structure. This may give a new way of thinking about them
model-theoretically.

Many of these geometric structures can be presented either via
(charts and local) isomorphisms of a specified type, or via sheaves,
which can be thought of as higher-order reducts. For the differentiable
structure above, invariants can be taken as the differentiable functions
on X into R. See [Wik22a, Wik22b].

15.7. Cofinal higher order set theory. Here we assume, as above,
that T has n disjoint predicates P = P0, . . . , Pn and random graph
structures Γi on Pi × Pi+1 for each 0 ≤ i < n. But now P is also
assumed to carry a partial ordering ≤. We define partial orderings ≤k

on k-sets in P as follows: 0-sets are elements of P and we let ≤0=≤.
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If a, b are (k + 1)-sets, thus a set of k-sets, we define a ≤k+1 b iff
(∀u ∈ a)(∃v ∈ b)(u ≤k v).

We can define a partial order relation on models of T with the same
universe: M ≤M ′ iff the (n+1)-set consisting of n-sets coded in Pn in
M is ≤n+1 than the corresponding one of M ′. This give rise to a MER
defined by MEM ′ exactly when M ≤M ′ and M ′ ≤M .

Already for the case n = 0 this includes the example in Subsection
15.2: Start with the partial ordering on pairs (a, u) where a is a point
and u an element of the definable basis, with a ∈ u; where (a, u) ≤ (b, v)
iff a = b and u ⊂ v.

It would be interesting to see a natural set of invariants, for example,
based on a notion of second order reduct, generalizing the way that a
topology is the invariant of cofinal equivalence on bases.

This example cannot be captured by an n-ydlept higher set theory
for any n, as in Example 15.4, since e.g. for the topology of the example
in Subsection 15.2 on Q, no definable family of definable sets can be
invariant. It is not clear if analogues can exist for simple or even stable
theories.

15.8. Continuous logic fragments. We give an example of a (stable)
theory T and

∧
-definable equivalence relation on models of T , given by

equality of certain continuous logic reducts, whose maximal first-order
invariant reduct is trivial.

Let T be a theory with infinitely many independent unary predicates
Pn, n = 0, 1, . . .. Let a = (an) be a sequence of positive reals whose
partial sums converges. Let ϕn be the characteristic function of Pn,
and define ψa(x) =

∑
n anϕn. Let Ga be the groupoid preserving ψa.

It can be checked to be
∧

-definable. E.g. for the bn below, equiva-
lence of a primed and unprimed model holds iff for each n, for all x,
|
∑

i<n ϕn(x) −
∑

i<n ϕ
′
n| ≤ 2−n; this last expression is just a certain

Boolean combination of Pi(x) and P ′
i (x) for i < n. Thus its maximal

CL-approximation, as given by Proposition 5.1, is itself.
In case an = 3−n, we have Ga = IsoT , i.e. the full structure can be

recovered. But if bn = 2−n, Gb ̸= IsoT . Any permutation mixing up
elements lying in P0 \ (∪k≥1Pk) with elements lying in ∩k≥1Pk \ P0 is
an automorphism. It is clear that Gb does not preserve any relations
that are first-order definable in T .

15.9. An yclept but not ydlept example over a stable the-
ory. Recall that in Section 7 we have given a stable theory with a
definable MER that is yclept but not ydlept. Here we provide a much
simpler example of something that is yclept but not ydlept in a stable
theory – but one that is not a definable MER.
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Example 15.4. Let T be the (stable) theory of equivalence relations
Eq for q ∈ Q, with Ep ⊂ Eq if p < q. Let E be the equivalence
relation on models of T making two models (Ω, Ep)p∈Q and (Ω, E ′

p)p∈Q
equivalent if for any p < q < r ∈ Q, Ep ⊂ E ′

q ⊂ Er. This is
∧

-definable.
The maximal CL reduct of any finite sublanguage is just the equality.

However, the example is still yclept. For any a, b the CL binary relation
with value inf{p ∈ Q : aEpb} ∈ {−∞} ∪ R ∪ {∞} is definable, and
determines E.

A similar example with unary predicates is also possible.

15.10. The Lipschitz groupoid. We give an example of an equiva-
lence relation which is definable by a Σ2 sentence, which we refer to
as the Lipschitz groupoid. We have the theory of real closed fields,
presented via the field sort R as well as another sort X which is just
another copy of R. T knows about the identification of R with X, and
in particular includes the function (x, y) 7→ |x− y|, from X2 to R.

We consider the category whose objects are models of T , and whose
morphisms are bijections g :M →M ′ |= T that are field isomorphisms
on R, and Lipshitz on X:

(∃δ ∈ RM ′
δ > 0)(∀x, x′ ∈ XM)(|gx− gx′| ≤ δ · g(|x− x′|))

The Lipschitz groupoid consists of the invertible maps in this category.
We leave to the reader the verification that this is indeed a category:
that is, closed under composition.

It is easy to see that the maximal yclept reduct has at most the
ordering relation on X, by density: for any two increasing n-tuples in
X there is a Lipschitz map taking one to the other, e.g. a continuous
piecewise linear map, with finitely many slopes. But there are many
non-Lipschitz maps that preserve the ordering: for example, a map
with slope n on [n, n + 1]. Hence this relation is not yclept, and thus
is not Π2-definable by Theorem 10.1.

Note that two sorts X,R are needed since while they look the same
to T , the identifying map and even the distance map X2 → R is not
preserved by the groupoid.

15.11. Quantifier complexity. Let us summarize the examples from
this section, keeping in mind that the non-yclept ones cannot be Π2 by
Theorem 10.1. Some basic observations are:

• Every yclept MERs is universal; and we saw that conversely universal
MERs are yclept.
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• The basis-definable topologies example, as in 15.2 is Π3. Witness the
definition of continuity in metric space style:

(∀x)(∀ϵ)(∃δ)(∀y)(d(x, y) < δ → . . .)

Likewise uniform continuity (Example 15.3), as well as Example 15.5.
• As noted in Subsection 15.10, the Lipschitz example is Σ2.
• The differential examples 15.6 are, as written, Π5. Higher order

differentiability, if written naively, leads to formulas of progressively
higher complexity; however, using polynomial approximations, one
stays at a bounded complexity level for any order of differentiability.

• The n-ydlept examples 15.4.n. are typically Π2n−1.
• The cofinal set theory example in Example 15.7.n. have quantifier

complexity at most Π2n+2

15.12. Separating ydlept and higher ydlept in the finite. We
comment briefly on the case where we restrict to finite structures, with
empty theory. In this context, we give a direct proof that there is a
2-ydlept equivalence relation that is not ydlept. We believe that the
proof idea extends to separate (n+1)-ydlept from n-ydlept in the finite,
but have not verified this.

Consider the theory with two sorts P and Q, G(x, y) be a binary
relation with x of sort P and y of sort Q, and T the theory of the
random bipartite graph. Given x0 of sort P in some model of T , the
adjacency set of x0 is the set of y such that G(x0, y) holds. We can
then talk about the adjacency sets of a model G: the set of adjacency
sets of x as x ranges over sort P interpreted in G. We consider the
2-ydlept E generated by the partitioned formula G(x; y). That is, two
models G and G′ are equivalent if they have the same adjacency sets.

Proposition 15.5. E is not ydlept over finite models.

Given first-order open formula ψ, let Cψ be the class of graphs that
satisfy sufficiently many axioms for the random graph. We will need
the number of axioms to be high enough that ψ is equivalent to a
quantifier-free formula ϕ for all graphs in Cϕ.

We write ϕ as
∨
iAi where Ai =

∧
j ϕij where ϕij is an equality atom,

a relational atom, or the negation of a relational or equality axiom. We
further decompose the Ai into a subset A that include a relational atom
and a subset B that do not include a relational atom.

We also can assume:
• the Ai are pairwise contradictory
• each Ai specifies the equalities among x⃗

The first case to consider is where A is empty.
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Lemma 15.6. If A is empty, there are G,G′ that agree on the ϕ reduct
and disagree on some adjacency set.

Proof. Take any G and G′ with the same domain but differing on some
adjacency set. □

Note that if A is non-empty, there will be witnesses to disjuncts
in A in sufficiently large models. And since disjuncts are disjoint, no
disjuncts in E will be satisfied by these tuples.

Lemma 15.7. For each G in Cϕ, for each x⃗0 in G satisfying a disjunct
of A in ϕ, there is G′ containing x⃗0 with the same adjacency sets as
G′, with x⃗0 not satisfying ϕ in G′.

Proof. For each Ai in A satisfied by x⃗0 in G we choose Bi a relational
atom or the negation of such in Ai such that x⃗0 satisfies Bi, and let
B′
i be the corresponding ground atom with x⃗0 substituted. We will

construct G′ so that x⃗0 does not satisfy Bi in G′. Since the disjuncts
of E are not satisfied in G, they will not be satisfied in G′.

We let c1 . . . ck be the elements of P occurring as the first elements
of such an atom. Let Si be the adjacency set of ci. For each ci, we let
Di be the set of elements d such that G(ci, d) occurs as an atom in Bi

and Ei be the elements e such that ¬G(ci, e) occurs as an atom of Bi.
Thus Si contains Di and is disjoint from Ei.

We claim that there is c′i whose adjacency set contains each Ei and is
disjoint from Di. This follows easily from the fact that G is sufficiently
random. Let G′ be formed from G by swapping the adjacency sets of
each ci and each c′i. By construction, the adjacency sets represented in
G′ are the same as those in G. □

Putting the two lemmas together proves Proposition 15.5.

16. Some additional questions

While we have examined examples of definable equivalence rela-
tions that are not ydlept, and not even yclept or k-ydlept. But we
know little about which theories admit such examples. Even with very
strong hypotheses on the theories we cannot say anything about all
definable MERs.

Question 16.1. Are totally categorical theories ∀-ydlept? Or
∀-yclept? Or even “∀-ω-ydlept: every definable MER is an n-ydlept
for some n.

We do not know the answer for a single non-disintegrated strictly
minimal set. Nor do we know it for the Morley rank two theory, in-
terpretable over pure equality, of pairs of elements from an infinite
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set. In the opposite direction, we do not know a counterexample even
for superstable T . For stable theories, we know from Proposition 9.5
that higher ydlepts are ydlept. And we know it is possible to have
yclept equivalence relations that are not ydlept: see Example 15.9, for∧

−definable MERs, and the example from Section 7. But at this level
too we do not know if non-yclept definable equivalence relations are
possible.

We do not have example with definable MERs that are not n-ydlept
for any n even weakening the hypotheses on the theories considerably.

For example, moving out to NSOP theories, for all we know every
definable MER could be n-ydlept for some n.

Question 16.2. Let E be a nontrivial definable MER on the models of
an NSOP, ℵ0-categorical theory T . Must E preserve a definable family
of definable sets, not definable in pure equality?

We do not know the answer for the random graph. Without ℵ0-
categoricity, 15.9 is a counterexample.

We also know almost nothing about what happens over finite struc-
tures. In particular, our examples of definable MERs that are not n-
ydlept for any n are all on infinite structures.

We can show that for every definable MER there is an ydlept MER
that agrees with it on finite structures “modulo some small distortion”.

Let Modfin(T ) denote the category of finite models of T , with mor-
phisms being isomorphisms.

Proposition 16.3. Let L be a finite language, let T be an L-theory
and let E be a definable MER. Then there is an ydlept MER (T1,E1)
and an interpretation ψ taking models of T1 to models of T such that
for every pair of models M1,M

′
1 of T1, ψ(M1)Eψ(M

′
1) iff M1E1M

′
1, and

ψ induces an isomorphism between Modfin(T1) and Modfin(T ).

Proof. We know that T is bi-interpretable with a theory of graphs; so
we may assume L consists of a single sort and a single binary relation
R. L1 will have a new predicate A, the relation symbol R on A2,
and defining B to be the complement of A, also a ternary relation
ϵ ⊂ A2×B. The theory T1 says ϵ is a “membership” relation on A2×B,
in the sense that extensionality holds, any singleton set exists, and the
union of two sets exists. That is, denoting ext(b) = {a ∈ A2 : a ϵ b},
we have (∀a ∈ A2)(∃b ∈ B)(ext(b) = {a}), etc. If N |= T , we write
A(N) for the set defined by A, but also for the L-structure (AN , RN).

We now give the definition of E1. Let

D = {b ∈ B : (A, ext(b)) E (A,R)}
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This is a definable subset of B in N . Given two models N,N ′ of T ′

and a bijection g : N → N1 the pair (N, gN ′) is in the groupoid G

corresponding to E1 iff g preserves the 0-definable sets A,B, ϵ,D.
The interpretation ψ is just the forgetful functor, forgetting about

B and ϵ. On finite models, it is clear that this functor is an equiva-
lence, i.e. any finite M |= T is obtained in this way, and if N1, N2 ∈
Modfin(T1) then any isomorphism between ψN1 and ψN2 lifts to an
isomorphism N1 → N2.

For finite N1, N2 |= T1, a bijection g : N1 → N2 lies in the groupoid
corresponding to E1 iff it preserves A,B,ϵ and the restriction to
A(N1) → A(N2) is in the groupoid of E.

□

Note that the size increase in applying ψ−1 is simply exponential in
a polynomial of n. More precisely, for some k, for a finite model of
T with n elements, ψ−1(M) has size ≤ 2n

k ; even in case the MER is
4-ydlept, say.

Question 16.4. Let E be a definable MER over the empty theory. Is
E equivalent over finite structures to an n-ydlept model equivalence
relation?

Note that the hypothesis can be weakened to:

E is given by an (L,=, L′) sentence that defines an equivalence rela-
tion over finite models, or over all models.

In either case, we do not know the answer.

And the same question for a quite different, highly structured world:

Question 16.5. Let M be smoothly approximable. Let C be the class
of finite homogeneous substructures of M . Let E be a definable model
equivalence relation on C. Is E equivalent on C to an n-ydlept one?

Compare Example 15.5; the topological equivalence relation there
is not ydlept, but is equivalent to an ydlept equivalence relation over
finite structures, namely, the one preserving +.

Remark 16.6. Let E be definable MER whose maximal CL reduct R
is essentially DL. Must the MER generated by R be definable?

We outline a construction that, we believe will give a negative an-
swer. Construct a bipartite graph (D,Q, I) such that infinitely many
elements of Q are 0-definable. One way to do this would be to ensure
there is a unique cn ∈ Q with |D(cn)| = n. Let E be the 2-ydlept
definable MER that makes M,N equivalent iff {DM(c) : c ∈ Q(M)} =
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{DN(c) : c ∈ Q(N)}. Then for each n, E refines the ydlept MER corre-
sponding to the 0-definable set D(cn). Thus the maximal CL reduct R
of E contains the definable setsD(cn). We expect that making (D,Q, I)
as generic as possible subject to the above, R will be generated by the
D(cn), but no finite set of these will generate R.

Question 16.7. Can a construction similar to 16.6, with suitable I,
provide a 2-yclept E such that the maximal CL reduct preserved by E

does not generate an ydlept equivalence relation?
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